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I'IR. MOT'/BEAT: lord, there are sone corrections to corrections in evidence
ay 24 (411). On page 4 jtist above D in the niddle line of the paragraph

there it should be "Broken Hill South", not "Hills".

At page 5 d'ust below B at the end of the paragraph it should read;
"I think what I heard was 'vjhich is out of kilter' , not "out of tune",

THE TICE-CHAITCELLOH: iind I used that word at C,

M, MO\-ffiRAY; Yes.

THE VICE-CH/iiTCELLOH: It is actually the correction I made in Bay 25.

MR. I^WBEAY; Then just below E there is a paragraph beginning: "Page 40 there
is a slip". That should have been attributed to Ifc. Vinelott, so one has
to insert: "I'IR. VIHELGTT" there.

In fact just above that there is a paragraph beginning "I am told there
is another" and that sliould also be attributed to I!Er. Vinelott. The following
remarks attributed to me further down the page should also be attributed to
Mir, Vinelott.

THE VICE-CHAITCELIiOR: You were running on with all those, were you, Itr. Vinelott?

I!1R. VIHEIiOTT; Yes.

IIPi. I'lOb'BRAY: On page 7 there is a spelling mistake just about C where there is
reference to two islands. It should be "Eiuria". It occurs again two lines
later at the end of the line.

MR. VniELOTT; Mfcr first correction is on page 7 just below the second Kuria
correction,in the third line on,which begins: "introduce this custom" and
then it shoiild be '"to. boxdl." He had referred to that custom a bit earlier.

In the question beginning at P the last word of the question should
have been something like "1 >.^1 r^in|Ci^/ not "retention", It must have been
something of that nature,

THE VICE-CHAHCELLOR; Let us make it "laud holding".

M. VIRELOTTs At page 9 Afi the last line of the answer at I) delete the words
"stock pile" and insert the ^rord "babai". They are pits. Perhaps the
witness can be asked about that in the exaxaination.

MR. MDWBRAY: We will ask him in cross-examination.

MR. VIHELOTT: At page 10 at G in the fourth line of the question delete
"Mipanau" and insert "Hikanau".

At page 11 in the second line of the question at B the reference is not
to P.17 but to D.I7.

At page 18 in the question just below D it should read; "...you went
to Taravxa tbe islet of Betio". Tarawa, as the vdtness has explained, is
a sort of necklace of islets round a lagoon.

instructing solicitor has prepared a brief summary setting out
simply the periods that Professor Maude spent on Ocean Island and on Rabi,

THE VIGE-CHAtTCELLOE; That can be attached to D,17 and -we will call it D.17A

(Table marked I)«17A)
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Iffi. VHIELOTT; \7e vri.ll prepare a sinilax one for tlf. Ilacdonald vdri.ch vridl in due
course becone D,17B»

SHE ITCE-CEZITCFiTiIiOE; Ifc, IIov;bray, I take it tliis is sinply infomation
coupiled from D,17 and does not require fomal proof.

I®, HOlffiRAY; Ho, I think it is conpiled fron that and vdiat the vd.tness has
said.

PROEBSSOFl HMIRY EDHMD HdlTOEs recalled

CROSS-EXilim'TAglOH BY M, HOWBRAY COHTnniBD

Q Hill you look at the transcript of yesterday's evidence, day 24 IM, (Copy
handed to the vri-tness), Hill you turn to page 9. Eiis is sonething you
probably heard us discussing. Do you se^ just above letter D, the end of the
ansv;er reads; "I do not think there has ever been any question of that even
to the digging of the pits for the sort of" - sonething - "tha,t they build,"
I'fliat should that sonething really have bean? - "Bob" sonething? A, Babai -
that is the fom of coarse taro •which they have in the Gilbert Islands,

Q Coarse kind of ,,,,? A, Coarse kind of tore - colocasia esculenta, I thinlc
it is, but I cannot renenber for sure.

Q It is a Idnd plant, is it? A, Yes, it is a plant.

IHE VICE-CHAHCELLORs You said in the answer "the digging of the pits for "the
sort of babai that they build" - if it is a plant, yovi do not build it,
A, If I said "build" I made a nistake.

Q Ho, vdiat should it have been? A, They dig pits for growing the taro in
in the Gilbert Islands, not on Banaba,

Q So its)'-./-r,l be "digging of the pits for the sort of babai that they grow^',
A, Yes.

Q "Gr. w" instead of "build" - would that nake sense? A, Yes, because the
babai vd.ll only grov; on a v/ater basis, so it vail not grov\r on the surface
BO that the pits are dug down to •water level.

THE VICE-CHAHCELLOR; I •Khinlv: "grov;" instead of "build", lb:, Ilowbray,

I®, HOyrBRAYs Yes, ny Lord,

Q Thank you, that has cleared up that little rystery, Hov;, you renenber vre
were going to look at a couple of photographs yesterday, I thinlc •we have got
then out now. Will"'you take tliis bundle and look at -fche photograplisnunbered
3, 4 and 5, (Bunile of photographs handed to the vri-tness). Would you tell
ITS vhat is on the back of those photographs? A, "1901, early vrorkings"|
"1>01, tloree early workings"| "1907, early workings,"

They show a considerable depth of worldLngs, do they not? A, Yes, they do -
at least 1907» certainly.

Q /jid they would be before the P & T deeds started to be granted. A, I would
say yes, because they v;ould be the ac-fcual purchased land by Sir /ilbert Ellis,
sor.9 of viiich he purchased, I understand, before the Coloni?- was declared -
if I an right.

Q You are using "purchased'h^ith inverted connas, I can tell fron the way you
say it. A, Well, because later on it was denied, was it not, vdiether it
was purchased or not ptu:chasod. Sir Albert Ellis naintained he had purchased
•fche freeliold of the land and I think it was held in question,
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PROF, H.E. MTIDE:
Cross-exaninod,

THE VTOB-CH/JTCBLIiOR! 1901 would be "bofoiJe the P & T deeds» hut 1907
A, 3Jo, that was after,

Q That was after the P & T deeds? A, Yes,

M, MOWBEAYs I beg your pardon.

TEE ITiGE-CHAEGELLCS; The P & T deeds started in I905, I think,

IE, TIMELOTT: I think what ay friend said - it was merely a slip - ""a. that
he refer3?red to 1902 and that nay be vhat the witness had in nina,

M. MO'VfflEAY: Yes.

TEE WITIIESS; It is in ny memorandum, I think,

IE. I'lDIIBEAY; Yes, I was taking a false point there.

THE VICE-CHMTCELLOR; Photograph E0.5 is 1910, is it not?

M. mmHAYi Yes.

EIE TIlIEr-CHAECELLORs Ii/hat was on the back of photographs4, 5 and 6?
A. Shall I read them again?

HR, I®l'ffiRAY: Yes, A, Hiotogcaph 4 says: "1907» early workings," Photograph 5 -
did you say photographs4» 5

Q I said 3, 4 and 5, I think. A, Eo, 5 says "I90I - three early workings",

Q How will you talce bundle 4 snd turn to the last page. This is a P & T deed.
It is page 191 of the bundle. A, With the letter 'B' at the top?

Q Yes, That says: "This deed is to record that in consideration of payment ty
the Pacific Phosphate Company, Ltd, of London and Melbourne, to the undersigned
ITei Ema, a native of Ocean Island, the sum of £5 sterling, payment of which is
hereby aclaiowledged, the said native does hereby sell to the said company all
the coconut trees, pandanus and all other trees now growing, or that shall
be grown, and all the rock and alluvial phosphate that may be found (with the
ri^t to remove and ship the sane within the ne^ct ten years on that piece of
land situated at BuafconSkai, Ocean Island, the dimensions being as described
in plan on back of thia deed," Then it gives the area. There is no limit on
the depth that the BPC could dig, is there? A, Ho, I think not.

Q A lot of those deeds mqxq granted and they did not seem to think there was
anything wrong with the landowner granting that kind of ri^t to the BPC,
A, V/ho is "they", may I ask?

Q The landowners viao granted those deeds. A, The landowners who granted then?

Q Yes, A. They certainly granted them, but not, if you will follow my remark,
I merely said thai,t in 1931 they expressed the opinion that it would be
appropriate if the phosphate was considered to be at that time held in common
by the island. But I never denied I was fully aware of the fact that they
had granted many lands previous to that and they had dug down, partictilarly
vdien they got the machineiy to do so, well below.

Q I think you said that the very people to vdiom you were talking probably had
granted some P & T deeds, A. I woxild say that was quite possible, yes,
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PKOF. H.E, I'lilllDE;
Cross-exanined.

Q Is this what they -vrere sayliag to you in 1930 or 1931 1932, that it would
he a good idea if the corrjiuiiity as a -vidiole got the benefit from the phosphate?
A. 1:^ conception was that the idea had come about after 1913 rather than
before 1913*

Q But have I got -fahe conception ri^ts was it more a question of "It would be
a good idea if tliis were done ;d.th the royalties in future" rather than a
question of "The landholding cxiston is such and such"? A. It surely had

B alreadj'", to a certain extent, been done in the 1913 Agreements, Co^ild I ©gain
look at my memorandum, perhaps?

Q Pleano do, yes. The 1913 ilgreemexit is in paragraph 8. Is that a help?
A, Yes, at (c) I tliink there was a royalty of 6d. a ton on phosphate shipped
v;hich was to be divided up to form a Banaban fund and this to be used for the
benefit of the existing Banabaii cormunity in any way vdiich mi^t be recommonded
by them,

Q That was during 1913 and during 1914? A, Yes, and after that it was to be
distributed a:aong all Banabans who leased land to the Company iii the proportions
recommended by themselves, Tliis really I am referring to as in 1931 they
considered - well, appropriate - they had no objection to that then,

Q Then in the second (b) in paragraph 8 of your memorandum, that was being
£) divided among the landomers, was it not - the Banabans \dao leased land to

the Company? A, Yes,

Q In the proportions agreed by themselves? A, Yes,

Q And you say that was an appro: riate method? A, Because in 1931 it was
again changed and it was divided mut among the vrhole people.

Q Under the lease it was and under the Ordinance it wcm not, you
remember? A, It was not, Mien I spoke to the people it was subsequent to
that time, it was fresh in their minds, I did not mean, if I ever had
expressed the opinion that in 1905 and 19IO that they had not leased land on
an individual basis or sold land on an individual basis, I did express the
opinion, I remember, that if they had actually sold land completely this
would be absolutely contrary to native custom, but to lease laiid would have
been a different matter, I merely said that they did mention to me that they
considered that if they had leased land in the early days they had no idea
how deep the phospliate was going to go at tliat time,

Tliat would have been the very earliest days, would it not? A, In the
earliest daj'-s, yes. Later on, presumably, I do not Imiow to Miat extent they
trere leasing land, but they certainly leased land vdiich went down further
than that, I tliinlc if they were offered inducements sufficient they irould,
as I would consider,break their own cvistoms to do so, but I did not suggest
that this was an irm-xiorial Banaban custom at all, but merely was an e::pression
of an opinion that what had been done by, shall we say, the Government was
not inappropriate under the circumstances.

11 an
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PROF. H.E, mUDE:

OrOSB-exaioiixed,

Q I follow, thank you. That is -vjhat I was trying to get at really. Just to
finish tills part ahout the customs amd the title, have you got there the
P.D. huiidle? Woiild you look at page lOJ. This is the 1947 Igreenent.
A. That is the final one of the lot.

Q There wasanother one in 1973 'VJhich dealt •vd.th some operating land, some land
that had got missed out. You did not know about that one. Anyway, this was
the one in 1947 that you thou^t was going to cover the whole island,
A. Yes, It was my recommendation which should finalise everything,

Q Do you see that it says it is made between the Baioaban landovniers of Ocean
Island and the British Phosphate Commissioners? A, I see that,

Q And at the end on the next page it is signed by llr, llaynard for the British
Phosphate Commissioners and then by a dozen or more Banabans for the Banaban
landowners of Ocean Island, A, Yes,

Q So it looks am thou^ it vras the landowners \Aio were granting the phosphate
ri^ts in 1947? A, The landowners? VJhat do you mean?

Q Yes, A. The Landowners to tliis particular land, I suppose.

Q Yes, A. Yes, well ,,.,

Q You see the thou^t that is in ry mind, that if the community ovned the
phosphate ..,? A.Biit this concerns tiro things too, does it not? It concerns
the surface rights as well as the phosphate. You mean that there should have
been two agreements, one for surface ri^ts and one for phosphate rights,

Q If the comnunitj' owned the phosphate you would tlaink there would be a grant
by the community of the phosphate rigiats,. A, Perhaps legally, I do not
think it ever occuirred to the Banaban people.

Q Uo, well ? A. But it is a legal point which I agree with, but I do not
think that tliey had ever thou^t it out like that. But in any care by 1947
their conceptions may have been vexj different to their conceptions in 1931.

o Yes. I was going to ask you about that. You said that in 1951 tlie land was
used for subsistence. A, Hardly by then I thinlcf it was beginning to change
then, I forget the exact date on which copra ceased to be e3!5)orted for
instance from Ocean Island, vAiich mi^t be the date at which we could talce
subsistence as having ceased, but I think it was about I915, was it not?

Q We do not know, but at any rate idien the Banahans went to Rabi they still had
a great sentimental iiaterest in their land but their business interest was
really a money interest, was it not? A. They had changed from a predominantly*
shall we say, or partially subsistence economy to a mainly monetary economy by
that time,

Q Do you tliink that by 1947 the landowner mi^t have been by Banaban custom
considered the owTier of the phosphate under his land? A, This is a point
which I thou^it I brou^t out in the examination in chief, that I felt that
it was a matter for ascertainmout at this time, and I have stron^y supported
at all times tlaat as the society changes customs should change too, and it may
very well be that by now the Banabans regard the phosphate as individually
oitmed or owned by some other method than it was in 1931, because custom is
continually cliangiaagj and I would hope that it was not going to stay still
because if it \iras it was going to bo an incaibiis on the development of the
community,

6
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Cross-exanined,

Q. \Jhen you say "by nov/" do yoti mean by 1976 or by 1947? A. It seems to me
that they really became more developed onto a monetary basis ^ghen they
went to Hidbi Island.

Q So \{hat you are saying would date back to 1947? A. Yes.

Q Or a little earlier, when they arrived. A. Iflien they arrived, I would say
it is continually changing all the time. If one coiild predict for another
ten years I would say it wuld be wholly oia a monetary basis except for the
land on Rabi, vdiich may again produce money. It would not be so much for
food as for the sale of copra on the market, althoxj^ a certain amount is
used for gardening of course, as with us.

Q There is one thing I really should ask you about and perhaps it confinas
vAiat you have been sa^'^ing this morning. Would you again look at bundle 39
and at your despatch T^daich starts on page 89. Do you remember this is
the despatch in \ghich you forwarded to the Acting Hi^ Commissioner the copy
of the final statement of intentions of the Government, V;: looked at a bit of
it before. Look at paragraph 9 on page 90. That sayss "Regarding royalties
(vhether new or already Invested in the Royalty Trust) -tiae Banaban argues,
as he has always done, tliat all under surface ri^ts belong absolutely to the
owners of the surface ri^ts and that the Government has no -ri^t to witloliold
his royalty payments, vdiich should be paid to each individual landowner and
not diverted to communal tise," Is that what the Banabans were saying in 1947?
A, I would not say all of them, but a large number of them, and a greater
number of them than were saying it in 1951* only anxiety is to stress that
custom changes all the time and should be allowed to change all the time and
I am only pleading tliat we should recognise the ri^it of the people to choose
their om customs. But when I said - and I have been very conscious of this
here, if I may say so - that it was always done, this mob done in a casual
moment and I should have put a qualifying adjective here. It was not done in
1900, you will appreciate that,

Q Obviously not, no, A« No.

Q You remember you said that in 194^, and I think va'ote in 194^» ^iiat the
royalty ou^t to be increased to talce account of inflation?
has been my opinion.

A, Yes, this

Q And I think you told us yesterday tlaat you thou^t it ou^t to take account
of the inflation since 1930 and oTi^t to correspond in value to t3ao 10|-d that
was fixed then, A. Only in the event of the unfortunate circumstances that
negotiations between tlir. liaynard, or raiher the BPC, and the Banabans broke
down I thou^t we should then go back to 1931 sxid v^-daio it in accordance
with the fall in the value of money. If we could turn to that paragraph
perhaps, I think it is quite clear,

Q It is in your memorandum, is it not? A, It is in my memorandum here,
Q let us look at that. It is in paragraph 73* Perhaps we had better look at

paragraph 19 first just for the sake of completeness, Tliat says: "In March,
194^ t ho^gever, the representative of tlae British Phosphate Coinnission again
approached the Banabans regarding the acquisition of the new area but was
informed that owing to the change in monetary value since 1940 the Banabans
now required a payment of £225 per acre for surface ri^dits and ls,6d, per ton
royalty, the proportion to be credited to the Royalty Trust and provident

H Punds being unspecified. It is understood that the British Phosploate
Commissioners are \3nliJ:ely to accept these revised tems but no request
so far been received to have to land compulsorily taken over from the owners
and leased to iiiem,"
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PROF. H.E. MURE:
Cross-examined.

[Then in paragraph 75 you say vjhat should happen if that did come ahout;
"It has "been stated in paragraph 19 that the Banahans and the Commission are
at present unahle to agree to the terms on which anj'' further lands should he
acquired and it is possible that the Government will bo compelled to resume
land again under the liinLng Ordinance of 1928 and 1937 • I recommend that
in this event the Government should (a) urge that the rerumption should be a
final one, including all lands required by the Commission (see paragraphs 70
and 71) and (b) require that the terms offered for the acquisition shoxild be
at least as favourable as those offered in the case of the 1931 areas, di-.-
account being made for the fall in the valtie of money." A. That is so.

Q You vrould have been the man to fix the royalty, would you not, as the
Resident Commissioner? A. I xTOuld not have thought that I was necessarily
the man to fix the royalty, but

Q The 1928 Ordinance says that the royalty shall be what the Resident Commissioner
determines. A, I am sorry. Have I said that in my memorandum?

Q I do not thini: so, A. Because I was not aware of the fact, I am afraid.
I should have been, I imagine that in the oase of the 1931 resumption that
an independeiit man had been brougjvb up from Tonga, in this case, I tliiiil^: a
I'ir. Heiil, and he had fixed this matter.

Q He fixed the s^irface payment, A. The vurface payment, yes.

Q But ttr. Grimble fnced the royalty. A, I do not thinl-c I stated that in my
ntenorandum.

Q Ho, but that is what happened all rii^t. A, Yes, I will take your word for
it -idiat that is so.

Q Thank you, ¥e can take it, at any rate, that if it had falle^^ to you to fix
£ a royalty in 1947 you would have fixed something vdaich was equal in purchasing

power to the IG^-d, as it was in 1931*A,So in other words I was recommending
the Secretary of State ^lat he should tell me to do.

Q, Yes, that is it. A, Yes.

Q You agree v/ith what I aslced you? You agree with that question I asked?
A, If I am the person that had to do it and I have certainly recommended that
this was my vie^-jpoint, I would have, of course, had to reconsider the matter,
but it would have been consonant with my thou^t at the time I wote that,

Q I do not know whether you were in court vhen Ilr. Silcock gave us some figures
about the value of the 1921 10-^. Perhaps you would talce a copy of D.I6.
(Copry- handed to the id-t-ness). These are some figures got out by lir, Silcock
and in the top left-hand comer you will see reference to 1928 and then
following that there is 1930/31 and he has got the royalty level as 10-^,
Then in the right-hand column opposite that he has 5,8, At the top of that
column \d.th the 5.3 is saying, "?'Tiat is the royalty level in 1914
pence," so he has reduced ev©r;~Wiing to a common value, the valuie of a peruiy
in 1914, and he is saying that the 10|-d in 1930/31 was worth the same as 5.8d
in 1914 pence - the value that the penny had in I914. Are you \/ith me so far?
A, Yes, I tliinlc I am. Really I am not too not on figures, but I think I am
with you.

Q Jiist a couple more now. In the bottom line there you have got 1946/47 with
Is,3d. on the left. Do you see tha„t? A. Yes,

Q In the ri^t-hand colimin he has got 4»^ iii 1914 pence, so Ih?, Silcock is sayingg

8
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PROP. E.E, II/JIDE;
Cross-examned,

that the Is.Jd, royalty that iTas agreed in 1947 was worth 4»6 and the 10|d
TOyalty tlaat was fixed in 1951 was worth 5*Q<1»

M, VMELOCT: illl tliis, of co-urse, is e:-:>?ressed in terras of sterling and the
diffiotilty is we jiist do not know what the price in Australian money in the
Pacific was except by reference to figures ,idiich I think appear in correspondence,
obtained by IL'. Vaskess.

MR. MOl'fflEAY; Ve xd.ll come to that, or my friend can put it in re-examination.

MR. VBTELOTTs I do not thinl: it ri^at that the wi-'cness shoxfLd be asked nxiestions
about the depreciation of an Axistralian royalty by reference to internal
sterling prices,

"VIGE-Cii/lTCEIjlOR; I-lc. Vinelott, I have on several occasions, I thinlc, xdien
reference has been made in this case to the value of money, insisted that
tliis was the internal pxrcchasing power of sterling. In fact I inserted the
word "internal" just immediately after the asterisk on this page, so I have
that point very much in mind.

VXEELOTTs I am sxxre yovir Lordsliip has, and I remember yoxir Lordship draxdng
attention to it, but I was not so sxxre that the xdLtness qxiite xniderstood the
basis on xiiich the question was being put.

ME. MOI'SEAYs rra. Silcock did this, as one vrould expect, in quite an intelligent
way, because he took the level and converted it first in the foxarth colxmn
to sterling, so he has taken accoxmt of the difference in rate of exchange
betxireen Atistralian and TJIC money from time to time.

IHE VICE-CEAlTGELLORs Yes, but the point is not vdiat Ijx. Silcock did but how far
this x/itness has folloxired xv"he,t Mr. Silcock did, becaxise ho has ejipressed
some diffidence in dealing xd.th matters of figures and eqxiivalents of money.
lha.t is the point.

EZG TOTMOSS; Thanlc you, my Lord. I am a bit at sea.

CBE VICE-GHAlTOELLOEs I do not know if this vdll help you at all. You see a
colxmn headed "Royalty level"? Tlie date is the first colxjmn and then tiae
second colxxmn is "Royalty level" and that is the royalty expressed in
Axistralian currency. You follox^ that there \^aa in 1928 a royalty of 10|d.
and in 1950/51 it was IQ^-d. and in 1940 there x;as the Is. offer and in 1946/47
there was the Is.3d. settlement, all in Australian currency. You follow that?
A. Yes, I do.

Q What this table is trying to do is to give some account of, first, the change
in value of Australian money in relation to the poxind sterling, because there
xj-as an Australian devalxiation as against sterling - do you folloxir that?
A. Yes.

Q, And secondly to try and get some sort of coEqjarison botx^een the different
sums of money xAien converted into sterling. If you look at the column headed
"Royalty level" in sterling that is simply txxming Axastralion money into
English money as it xirere. You see the colxxm headed "Royalty level in sterling"
A. Yes.

Q, That is saying, for example, tliat in 1928 the 10-^. royalty in Axistralian
money x-^as the same as lOgd. royalty in English .money. A, Yes,

Q By the time you get to I930/3I the Australian 10|d has become 9,Id in English
money. That is the middle column. A. I see, 9,ld,
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PROP, H.E, IRvUDE;
Cross-excunined.

iiiid yhen jou. get down to 194-^/47 the la,3d, /Australian has hecome 12d, in
Engr.:'..-:h money. Do you follow that part of it? A. I follow this part.

/nd then the last column is turning everj'-fching into terms of 1914 English
money so that lil^e can te compared with/Like, Tlaat is prohahly the part that
you do not follow - is that it? A, l-ly Lord, with all deference, the part
which I do not quite follow is that it seems to he a suppositious thii:ig -
I was matdng a preliminary recommendation to the Secretary of State on a
thing wliich he mi^t or mi^t not have hroti^t before me. If he had I would
have presumably then had to make an adjudication taking all sorts of fantors
into account, and I do not know what those factors are at the moment. I am
being aslced at the moment to be a judge now of what I would have done in
suppositious circumstances.

(Continued on ne:rb page)

10.
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Q You are being asked about one of those factors, namely, the change in the
value of money. A. Yes,

Q Because your recommendation was that effect should be given to the fall in
the value of money and that that ought to be reflected in any royalty
payments. Is that right? A, What I am asked to state is that if ray
recommendations were accepted cuid all other circumstances were equal this
would have been the difference in the value of money that would have been
taken into account,

MR MOWBRAY; No, Professor Maude, I was not going to ask you that exactly,
I was going to ask you to agree with Mr Silcock that what was agreed in
19if6 or 19^7 was worth leee than the lOjd. which had been fixed in 1950/31,
on his figures,

MR VINELOTT; That raises exactly the same problem. Worth less in terms of
what? Converted into sterling and then converted for the internal
purchasing power, yes, but it is a very different thing, or may be a
different thing if you go elsewhere, and the question simply is not
precise enough,

MR MOWBRAY; In terms of 191^ sterling pence it was less, was it not?
A. The value of money had fallen,

Q Yes, A, I would have thought the value of money certainly had fallen,
but I have absolutely no idea as to how much it had fallen or of Mr
Silcock's competence to decide how mutch it had fallen by. Nor have I any
idea whether my recommendation in paragraph 73 would have been accepted
and, if it had been accepted, what directions I would have received or
anything on this matter.

Q You would have expected to receive some directions about the royalty to
fix, would you? A. No, not that, but I would have expected todtain advice
as to how the matter should be brought about, because it would surely
depend on factors like the market price of phosphate at any particular time
for iristance, the expectations of profit of the Commission and various '
foactors which had still got to be brought into mind, I mentioned
one point there because it had occurred to me as a fair thing, but I have
not brought a judicial mind to adjudicate in advance as to what my final
decision would have been. It might not have been, as you are suggesting
that it would have been IRd, , or whatever it woxild have been.

11,30
THE VTCE-CHANvtsfiLLOR: Let me see if I follow this. This may help. You

recognise that between 1930/31 and 1946/4? there had been a fall in the
value of money? A. Very definitely.

Q You are not at all sure how much that fall was? A. No.

Q And anyway, the fall in the value of money would only have been one of the
factors. A. One factor.

Q

Q

One of the factors that you would have , to talce into account in
fixing the royalty. Other factors would be matters such as the nrice of
phosphate, and so on. A, Yes,

Is that a fair summary of your view?
Lord.

A, That is a very fair summary, my

MR, MOWBRAY: The price of phosphate and the profits that could be made by the
Commission. A. Well, really I have not gone into all the questions.
You are asking me to give a judicial decision off the cuff, if I may use a
co-Uoquial expression.

11
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Q ¥e will not ask you any more about that. You Ba.id that one reason why you
thou^t the Government ought to stay out of the negotiations - the reason the
Government ou^t to stay out of the negotiations in 19^7 - was that you did
not want anything to happen like what happened in 1930 and thereabouts. We
know Mr. Grimble ended up in a very difficult and embarrassing position in
those earlier days. A. Yes.

Q Oould you tell us what particular factors you had in mind about 1931 time
when you thought it was undesirable that that should happen again? A. I was
doing the Lands Commission just about that time or just after it and just

B speaking around with the people I saw that they had, shall I say, a
traumatic shock that the adjudication had been done, as it were, over their
heads. They had always in the past imagined that free agreements between
the PhQ5)hate Commission and the Banaban community would take place and this
is their land, and that they were free to get rid of their surface ri^ts
as they thou^t fit. But here a superior power had taken over and they
were psychologically unhappy about it,

Q I wonder if I could show you something that Mr, Rotan said and see if you
thinlc he is saying the same as you are saying now. It is in Day 7 arid I want
to start at the bottom of page 7« I was asking Mr. Rotan a question at the
bottom of the page where it says: "(Q) Now I am going to ask you something
different. When you came back from the Gilberts in 1926 Mr, Grimble was
the Resident Commissioner. How did you thinlc of Mr, Grimble then? (A) I
think of him as I think of Mr, .B.liot, the Resident Commissioner who
looked after Banabans, and also that he is the one to look after the
interests of the Banabans, But something happened betvieen us. This
particular thing came about over the acquiring by force, in a forceful way,
our 150 acres. From then on I looked upon him as one who had betrayed the
Banabans. (Q) What do you say about your power to hold on to your land
after^that happened? (a) I firmly believe that in Britain (literally he
said in Britain ) he would not do such a bad thing to the Banabans. It is
because of this that I asked to come to see the High Commissioner in Fiji,

£ and also even to come as far as here, because I felt that it could possibly
be that it is only these people who come out to our place that do these
imfavourable things to us, and our search and figjit for the truth has brought
us this far. (q) When the land was taken in 1930? that affect your
feelings about your power to hold on to the land, or your authority to hold
your land? (A) I think I have made it clear what was in my heart about how
v/e stood under the 1913 agreement. Under that 1913 agreement we had the
freedom of choice whether to give our land or not to give our land. Each
landowiier had that right to decide. I think that is freedom, as we know it.
And this was, of course, also in harmony with the one Britain sent over,
Mr, Elliot, who arranged for this.

"At that time the BPC, the company, stood by itself, and the Government
also stood by itself between the company and the people. In 1930 the
company was not there - this is what Mr. Rotan literally says; it has the
sense of - the company was not acting in any way, but the Governor was
acting for the company and he did not allow us the freedom on our own land.
From then on the Government has killed our hearts, our freedom to decide
over our land. This happened in 1930 and was repeated in 19^7» and, alas,
Ocean Island is totally gone."

Now, is that really the same ideas that you were expressing? A. In
broad outline, yes. There are certain parts I do not quiteinderstand

fj here, but it certainly expresses the sense of shock that was felt by the
people at the time, that the 1913 agreement had always been,to my recollection
of how they used to express it, considered quite a fair one, but that they
had not the same feeling about it. They had come to an agreement with the
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Company and they had a great deal to say as to how their money was to be
spent afterwards, but in the 1931 agreement they felt that there had been
a resumption - it is a different thing to a free agreament and I do not
think that they had really believed that this v;as going to come about.
When it did come about it was traumatic, I cannot express it differently.

^ Now I am going to ask you about something qui e different, that is, sbout
Sir Murchison Fletcher's policy about the ownership of the phosphate.
Was it your understanding that it was Sir Murchison Fletcher's firm policy
to assert a Crovm ownership of the phosphate? A. I have read that he did
express his view that the Grown owned the phosphate. I have never
discussed the matter with him, naturally - he would not have regarded me as
anything more than quite insignificant.

Q I see, so iV'only what you have read about it really. A. It is only what I
have read on the matter. I was a junior officer and he was the Hi^
Commissioner for the Western Pacific and also we were many miles apart from
each other. I have read that he expressed the viewpoint and I have not only
read it, but I heard it from Mr. Grimble too, that this was the view of
Sir Murchison Fletcher. I doubt if it was Mr, Grimble's view.

Q But he f. 't he had to abide by Sir Murchison's view? A. There was not
much option, was there? I think he expressed his views as far as he
could and he had done as far as he could to help the Banabans. I alv/ays
found him personally very sympathetic towards the Banabans and I lived with
him for a year in his house.

Q He was put in a very difficult position, was he not? A. Yes. He did what
he could. He was a sick man at the time and he had amoebic dysentery and
he fought for the Banabans, in my opinion.

Q He did try quite hard to get them to agree to the lOjd. royalty, did he not?
A. He did so, but I do not thinlc he thought it was unfair at the time.

£ What I am saying is in part of this Mr. Rotan appears to be rather hard on
Mr. Grimble.

Q You do not agree with that part about Mr. Grimble? A. Not entirely, no.

Q The lOjd. had been discussed in London, had it not? A. I do not knov; these
things.

Q You remember when you spoke of the idea that the Crown owned the phosphate
you told us that you had persuaded successive Resident Commissioners that
the Crown did not own the phosphate, A. I said that we used to have talks
about the subject and I expressed my view and they may have already held
that particular view - I am not saying that my poor efforts had any effect
on them, but I certainly have always expressed that view, not only on that,
but on what, except for the Banabans,was a more important question, the
question of the reef rights,

Q You said when you were telling us about those conversations that the
Resident Commissioners were not quite sure what the Secretary of State would
say. A. Did I?

Q Yes. I suppose if he took a particular view about it that would conclude
the matter. Is that right? A. If the Secretary of State did?

Q Yes. A. The Secretary of State would no doubt have listened to the
Resident Cornmissioner and the Resident Commissioner would deal through the
High Commissioner with the Secretary of State. The relations between them
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I do not know, but all I can say is when I became Resident Commissioner
my relations with the Secretary of State passed throu^ the High Commissioner,
but I cannot recollect an occasion on which the Secretary of State did not
accept my viewpoint.

We have seen one or two examples in the documents where the Secretary of
State did not agree. A. In the earlier days?

Q In the earlier days. A. Yes, maybe.

Q Not in your time! A. The Secretary of State in ray opinion, in my
experience did not give orders. He made suggestions, shall we say?

Q As a matter of fact, he had asked to be informed about the royalty
negotiations in 19^7j he not? Do you remember that? A. I think I
have seen something in the bundles about that.

(Continued on next page)
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Cross-examined:

Q, And then "by an over-sight that was not done. A, No, I do not
remember that part of it. If it is in the bundle then I would
have seen it, Tou say he was not informed by an over-si^t ?

Q Yes. A, Gould be.

Q If the Secretary of State asks to be informed about something
before a final decision is made, or a final agreement is reached,
I suppose he is reserving the right to make some suggestions

n or give some orders after he has seen what has been provisionally
agreed ? A. In my time he would certainly make suggestions.
I can only think of the question as to liquor, as to whetherthey
would allow alcoholic consumption in the Gilbert Islands, and
this 4atter went from me to the Secretary of State and he came
back and said I mi^t consider experience on Tanganyka and
certain experience in West Africa and things, and he sent me
correspondence on that so that I would be able to take all
these factors into account. What I am trying to say is he'
did not say "Wo, you cannot do that" or "Yes, you do that",
he said "I think perhaps it mi^t be convenient if you took
these factors into consideration".

Q And did that tell you what you were thinking of doing ? A, It
helped me a great deal as to what I was thinking of doing,
because I saw what they had done in these other territories;

D in other words, they had legitimised or legalised the local
tipple, as you might say, but not imported spirits., which I
had hot realised before.

THE YICE-GHiiWGELLOR: Will you help me on one thing which has come
up on a number of occasions earlier. In some cases the Resident
Gommissioner seems to have referred somBthing to the Hi^
Commissioner and then the Hi^ Gommissioner sometimes referred

E it to the Scretary of State i A. That is so.

Q On other occasions the Resident Gommissioner has communicated
direct with the Secretary of State sending a copy to the
Hi^ Commissioner, A. I never occurred in my time, my Lord,
not that I can recollect at any time, _A11 the communication
was from the Resident to the Hi^ Commissioner and from the
High Gommissioner to the Secretary of State. I should have
thought the High Gommissioner would have taken exception had
a communication gone strai^t over his head to the Secretary
of State.

MR MOWBRiiiY: I think some of the communications my Lord isreferr
ing to were at a fairly early stage when communications were
difficult ? A. Oh, that is very possible, yes.

THE VIGE-GHilWGELLOR: The normal channel of communication, in
your time at all events, was throu^ the High Commission ?
A. That is so, my Lord.

Q, From you to the Hi^ Gommissioner and the Hi^ Gommissioner,
if necessary, to the Secretary of State ? A, Yes, my Lord.
When Sir Alexander Grantham appointed me as Hi^ Gommissioner

H he told me"Your's is a semi-autonomous command",

15
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Q Wlien Sir Alexander appointed you as what ? A. "^nformed me
that the Secretary of State had appointed me as Resident
Commissioner.

Q ^i/hen he appointed you to he what ? A. Resident Commissioner
for the Gilbert Colony, he said "Tour's is a semi-autonomous
command" and I think that expressed it«

MR MOWBRAY: ho you have Bundle 39 there, and would you go to
page 111. You see the telegram from the Secretary of State
to the High Commissioner of the Western Pacific, and he sets
out the terms of the 19^7 agreement and then at 5? at the bottom
of the page: "In view of paragraph ^ of my telegram No.2
which asked that I should be consulted before any final settle
ment is reached, I should be glad to know the present position
and, if settlement has in fact been reached on the above basis,
whether you have consider its terms are satisfatory",
A. I am sorry, page 111 you say V

Q, I am afraid there are various page numbers at the bottom because
it has been re-numbered at different times, and I see some
of yours are falling out. A, 111 is a draft code telegram.

Q That is the one.

THE VIOE-CH/iNCELLOR:
last four lines.

If you look at the bottom of that, the
A, Yes, my Lord.

MR MOWBR/iY: "In view of paragraph of my telegram No 2 which
asked that I should be consulted before any final settlement
is reached, I should be glad to know the present position
and, if settlement has in fact been readhed on the above basis,
whether you considet its terms are satisfactory." A. Yes,

Q Then would you go to page 115, which is the reply: "I confirm
that agreement has been reach between BPC and Banaban land
owners for transfer to former of 291 acres on Ocean Island
at £200 Australian per acre and 380 acres at £55 per acre.
Arrangements as paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of your telegram also
agreed. The matter was discussed betv/een Grantham and Gaze
in February when proposed terms regarded reasonable. Necessity
for consulting you before final settlement was overlooked.
Agreement was reached on 10th April and I regard tenas as
very satisfactory for Banabans", and then something else which
I need not read. It looks there, does it not, as though that
first telegram from the Secretary of State was a bit of a
rap over the knucles for not consulting him inthe way he had
asked ? That was page 111. A. Yes, I am just reading it
again, if I may. It looks as if that is saying "Why on earth
did you not do this thing". That seems the English of it.

THE YICE-CHilNCELLOR: If it was a rap over the knuckles one would
expect at the least the reply to include some expression of
regret that it ha<3. been over-looked but it is gust a flat
statement that it was over-looked, A. Is there nothing here
to say "I regret" ?

THE VICE-OH/i.NOELLOR! I do not think so.
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MR MOWBRiiT: Eo, there is not. A, ^t is very difficulty with
the Secretary of State to know when he is rapping one over
the knuckles or when he is not, "because he is invaria"bly
polite.

THE "VPOE-CHANGELLOR; It would not have "been very polite on the
Hi^ Oommissioner's part.

MR MO"WBRi\.Y: I suppose Sir Alexander Grantham had heen away from
hos headquarters, had he not, and I suppose that was a kind of
xplanation. A, If he had "been away from his headquarters

it would very possi"bly have heen sent hy somebody else.

Q When theSecretary of States says "I want to be consulted
before something is finally agreed" and then he is consulted'and
he says "That seems all right to me", or something like that,
he is taking the responsibility, is he not ? A, Yes, in
a sense he is taking the responsibility. I do not know whether
he would consider that he is taking the responsibility or
whether he has advised and you have taken the responsibility.
He certainly wants to be advised, frequently I felt that he
wanted to be advised of a certain position in order that he
should be able to put to you all the factors in the case, but
the ultimate responsibility very often lay on the man on the
spot because he knew the local conditions not the Secretary
of State. But there were occasions, admittedly, when the
Secretary of State felt he had particular knowlefge which the
local person did not possess, and then he would — he would
never say "D"o this", he would give a strong recommendation
and one used to read between the lines.

If you had asked him what to do, then you would really be
throwing the responsibility on him ? A, If you asked him
what to do ? It could be that you were going to take his
advice, but there have been occasions when you felt very
strongly but on those occasions I feel one would normally
go back to him with a further statement as to why you con
sidered that it would be better, under the circumstances, not
to do this. It is always a difficult position with the
Secretary of State and the Hi^ Commissioner, -and also Hi^
Commissioner and Resident Commissioner, because of the
distances between the two,^ If they could meet together and
settle it over a table it is always so much easier.

Q The negotiations the Banabans undertook in 19^7 were very
important negotiations from their point of view, were they
not ? A, "Tes.

Q The whole island was going to be covered, was going to be
dealt with ? A, I think so. That was my recommendation.

Q

That was your recommendation; in fact it vras, as far as
they knew, the whole island ? A, Yes. You did mention
there was some part, a minor part.

Yes. Would you look at page 27 of yesterday's transcript,
Day 24. Mr Winelott asked you something about possible

17
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variable royalties that went up and down, and then just above
G he asked you: "What about 19^7 ? Do you think you would
have been better able to explain it to them then ? (A) I
think in 19^7 they would have been able to understand that
money did not buy as much as it did in 19^0 or 1930, but I
do not think they would have understood how market prices
were fixed for phosphate"A, This is the first time that I
had ever heard about this going up and down and I was rather
at a loss to know what it all meant.

Q, I was really thinking about the Banabans' knowledge of market
prices of phosphate. They had no knowledge about that, had
they ? A, Very little I think, very little about the world
phosphate prices, no.

Q

Q.

Q

Q

You said that if you had been put in that judicial position in
19^7 you thou^t one of the things you would have had in mind
would be the prices of phosphate ? A, I would have had very
little knowledge; T would have obtained expert advice on
that subject.

Do you not thiiik; the Banabans should have had expert advice
on that subject ? A, Well, if it had been an an initio thing
I would have given this matrer some considerable thou^t, but
they had made an afreement in 19^ and it seemed t© be a
question of the difference in the value of money between 19^0
and 19^7* This is what I had got fixed in my mind and I brought
before Sir Albert Ellis. I felt that the Banabans, in their
negotiations which were about to take place with the Phosphate
Commission, should certainly take into account changes in the
value of money.

The Banabans had not had any advice in 19^ either, had they ?
A, No, but they were the ones that made a willing agreement
between the tv/o. They could have asked for advice but they
did this between them and, so far as I knew, it was a fair
free seller free buyer bargain between them. I had no reason
to suppose that in the 1940 negotiations they were suffering
from any particular disability, as it were. They had had
other negotiations with the Phosphate Commissionrrs and they
seemed to be quite successful.

I am not asking these questions in criticism of you. Professor
Maude, because it was not your job, was it ? A, It was not my
job, no.

You came to talk to them about the political settlement.
A, Entirely, yes. In fact, I was told to kgep ri^t out of
the phosphate negotiations, that they were no concern of mine
in 19^7 when I went there to do the statement of intentions.

You were told that, were you ? A. I was told that if the matter
was brought up, it was not my function to deal with that, nor

was it within my competence, to be perfectly truthful to you.
I knew very little about the phosphate negotiations. I was up
at Tarawa Island, I flew down from Tarawa Island and £11 I knew
about it was this question of Rabi and Ocean Island, which
occupied all my thou^ts.

18
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^ Well, if you had been going to advise the Banahans about the

other negotiations with the BPC, you would have wanted to know
about phosphate prices and all kinds of things you did not know
about; is that right ? A. This is supposition, really. I
have never been asked to interfere ina^ of these sort of
negotiations. I was the Lands Oommissioner and I dealt with
native custons, on which 1 feel rather sure of myself; but
on the questions which you arementioning I am not sure of
myself. It is rather out of my competence.

Q, We will leave that. You said the Banabans could have had
a lawyer in 19^7• A, Oh yes, I am quite sure of that.

Q. ilnd I noticed you stressed once or twice, when you were
saying that - and I thj'^;k it was about 2.15 or so yesterday,
my Lord, Wo, Professor, it is not in the transcript beca.use
we have not got the afternoon's transcript yet, we have only
got the morning. learned Junior's note suggests that when
you said they could have asked for a solicitor in 19^7? you
said that at a later stage they did ask for a solicitor and then
you said "OEiere would have been no objection to their having
had a solicitor or advise at that stage of 19^7"• A. Yes.

Q. I thought you perhaps laid a little stress on that and I
wondered whether it would have been the same in Mr Gximble's
day ? A. That I cannot say. Mr Grimble did tell me that'
if they came to him he would seriously consider this matter,
but he did not tell me whether he would or what he would have
done about it. He really regarded me as A Cadet. He did not
take me into his confidence on this particular qurstion.

Q Did anyone approach you about getting a solicitor ? A, Yes.

Q Will you tell us about that ? A. That was Mr Hotan Tito. He
approached me about the possibility of my getting a solicitor
for the Banaban people. OFiat would have been in Buakonikai.
I was asked to attend a meeting at Buakonikai and to the best
of my recollection Mr Rotan was sitting behind a table and he
had a bag in his hand which he informed me contained Sovereigns,
and he asked me to take this bag and, as I was going down on
vacation in the not far future, would I take this bag with
me down to - I forget, Australia or New Zealand- and send him
up a solicitor. i think perhaps if you question him he will
probably remember this question, I don't know.

Q Well, Mr Rotan could not remember it and that is why I am
asking you. A. I do remember it quite well.

Q What happened next; did you take the money ? A, I am not
willing to swear that it was money, I never opened the bag I
promise, it was sealed, but I took this rather heavy weight in
a bag and I took it to my superior Officer, who was Mr
Grimble, and I told him what had beenrequested of me, and
MrGrimble said to me "It is no function of yours as a Cadet
in this Service to go taking bags of money about with you
when you go on vacation. You are supposed to be recouperating,
and if the Banaban people wish to obtain a solicitor they
have only to come to me and the matter will be given every
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consideration',' I think I am repeating the words correctly, hut,
you know, it is half a century ago. But I think those were
his words, and I took the hag of money hack to Mr Rotan and I
hope he will agree that I gave it hack to himi

Q "fou said there was a psychological trauma —

THE VIGE-CHiiHGELLOR: "^ust before that: when was this ? A. This
would have heen just towards the end of my period as Lands
Gommissioner. That would have heen 1932 ahout March, if I
am correct in this; hut it would he round ahout that date,

Q So this was after the resumption ? A, Yes, my Lord.

MR MOWBRAY: There is just one other thing I wanted to ask you,
really. You started off your evidence with, something ahout
the relationship between the Banahans and the Gilhertese.
Do you remember ? A, In prehistoric times, yes.

And a little later, ^id you a few years ago prepare a paper
ahout that ? A, I think a good deal of it is contained in a
paper on the Social Organisation of ^anaha or Ocean Island,
Central Pacific, which was published in the journal of the
Polynesian Society in 1932. Is that the paper you had in
mind ?

Q Hoj I was thinking of a paper - not a published paper, hut one
which you prepared, I think, probably to help the Banahans
called the Relationship between the Banahans and Oilhertese.

A, jh, that was a paper I prepared, I think, both for the Chief
Minister of the Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony and for
Mr Tahuke Rotan. I sent identical copies to them both,

Q, Does it set out in greater detail your opinions and researches
on that matter ahout the relationship between the Banahans and
the Gilh©rtese ? A, Yes, that was my intention,

Q, Would you mind if we looked at that to expand your evidence
ahout it ? A, I have no copy.

Q, We will give you a copy, I had better check, before his
Lordship looks at it, that this is the document you have
in mind. Is this the one you were thinking of ? (Document
handed to the witness) A, Yes, except that it says I am
a Lecturer in Pacific Stones"?

Q, Well, that is just Mr Macdonald's hand-writing. It is
Pacific Studies.

THE TICE-CHiiNCELLOR: This is a dopy of a document you prepared;
is that ri^t ? A, Yes.

(Document put in and markedExhihit P.7)

MR MOWBRAY; I do not want to read the whole thing to you. Perhaps
we could refer to it later as a fuller expression of your
researches ahout this, hut perhaps I could just read to you •
a couple of paragraphs starting at the beginning: "It is
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understood that the relationship between the Banabans and
Gilbertese was queried at the recent discussions in London" -
whichdiscussions would they have beeUj do you know ? In
1958 would it be ? A, I think so.

Q "... and that a single witness without professional qualific
ations, detailed knowledge of the two communities, or expert
examination of the evidence, was called upon to testify on

B the matter. It is not surprising, therefore, that the answer
allegedly provided was simplistic and inaccurate.

"The view that the Banabans were Gilbertese was indeed
uncritically accepted by myself during my early years of
residence in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands Oolony and it was
only after detailed study that it became apparent that, like
almost every community the world over, they in fact represented
a racial mixture, in w^ich the Gilbertese domponent was a
relatively recent overlay on a basically non-Gilbertese
stock; and that in any case the Banabans had never at any time
formed a part of the Gilbert Islands, whether geographically,
politically, or throu^ social cohesion.

"The question is, as indicated, a complicated one,
j) necessitating the consideration of^a number of historical,

linguistic, anatomical, archaeological, cultural and political
factors", and then you deal with those under various heads.
A. Yes. *^hen I said there it eas a "relatively redent overlay"
I did explain that by "recent" $ meant I65O AD,

Q Then you come to a conclusion on page Bo you see the first
break on that page: "In this inter-locking world of the Gilberts
Ocean sland and the Banabans, situated far to the west, had
no part. Forgotten in Gilbertese tradition, uncrecorded in
the Gilbertese genealogies, it may be doubted if a single
Gilbert Islander was aware of the existence of the Banabans
at the time of their first contact with Eurpoeans. Ocean
Island was no more part of the Gilbert Islands than Greenland
was part of Norway a century or two after the Sca.ndinavian
voyages had ceased. Like Nauru, it was a dead—ebd reached
by occasional driftaways from the Gilbert Islands, but from
which there was no return. It would seem honest to recognise
that Ocwan Island was, in fact, incorporated as part of the
Gilbert Group solely by a unilateral decision on the part of
the British Government in I9OO, subsequent to and consequent
on the discovery of lucrative deposits of phosphate on the
island". You say you sent that to both sides ? A, It seems
to be much the same, but there was one document which I did
in a hurry and I'^'asked to have withdrawn, and a second
document which ^ sent to Mr Tabuke last year, I think. Which
of these two it is I cannot tell. Perhaps Mr Tabuke will
be able to tell us which this is. It is just that some of
the statements seem rather hyperbolic, as it were, and more
categorical than I normally use as a historian in my
qualifications of every statement that I make. But by and

H large xirhat you have read I do not think I would have any
quarrel with.
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THE VICE—GH/iNGELLOR: What was ttie approximate date on wliicli you
wrote this document ? A, That is what I was questioning, my
Lord; whether it is the one that I sent last year or the one

that I did in 1967 or 1968.

Q ¥e know that it is after Decemher, 1967, because you refer
to articles published in December, 1967. A. Yes; therefore
it would be 1968 possibly,

Q Probably 1968 you think ? A, Or it may be the one last year,
which is the one I asked to supersede this one, which
certainly must be in your possession.

Q So it is either 1968 or 1975* A. Yes. ^i/hich of these it is
I do not know. But if it is the 1968 one it has been super-
ceded by further investigations and research by myself,

MR MOWBRiiY: It is the earlier one you have got in your hand.
A, Gould we not have the later one ?

Q, Yes we can, but I do not think we have any copies. Let me put
this to you and then it can be marked as an exhibit as containing
your revised views, and then we can look at it later.
A. ^ou will regard that it was a draft which, after further
investigations I wrote far more carefully. This is the draft
which was produced for Professor Davidson at his request, and
when I came to be asked to make a carefully formulated document

I superceded this thing, and I would not like to take an oath
to the accuracy of this. But if the second one is available —^

Q Let us hand you what I think is the second one t© see if you
think so too. (Document handed to the witness)^ A. Yes,
I recognise the word autochthones, *

THE VIGE-GHANCELLOR: It is also in the first one, the last
paragraph on the first page. So that second document is your

1975 refised version, is it ? A. 1975 I thinlc is the rigb-t
day, my Lord,

Q And that superceded the first one ? A, This was only a draft
for Professor Davidson.

THE •VIGE-CHilHGELLOR: Then the second one had better be marked
P,7A, ¥hen it has been marked let it be delivered up to
Mr Mowbray who can arrange for copies to i e hade. Is that
the proper course, Mr Mowbray ?

MR MOWBRiiY:
my Lord,

Let it be delivered up to my instructing solicitor,

THE •VTGE-GHii.NGELLOR; It will be delivered up to you and you can
see that whatever necessary is done,

MR MOWBRAY: So be it, my Lord. Those are all the questions I
want to ask, Professor Maude, thank you, A. You do not want
to ask me about the truth of any of this ?

Q Well, you have said that is your revised opinion and we have
got it and we will have copies and look at it later, if
necessary.
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MR VIl'ffiLOTT: I am afraid I have not got copies of either the
first one orthe second one and I shall want some time to
consider them. I do not know that I will finish my re-
examination "before the adjournment, hut if copies could he
handed to me as soon as they are available — -

THE VICE- OHilNGELLOR; If the document is handed down now there
should he time to feet copies made quite speedily; there is
not an awful lot of it.

MR "VIHELOTT: No, hut it is quite a lot to digest.

Re-examined hy MR VINELOTT;

Q Professor Maude, you were asked some questions ahout a passage
in Mr Rotan's evidence and you were asked whether you agreed
with it, and you said, I recollect, you did not agree with
everything in it. I am going to ask you to look at that
passage again and say what you do not aam-ee with. It is Day
7 page 7« • Pes, starting at the hottom.

Q You are quite right, starting at H: "Now I am going to ask
you something different. When you came hack from the Gilberts
in 1926 Mr Gpiiabie was the Resident Commissioner. How did you
think of Mr Grimhle then ? (A) I think of him as I think of
Mr Elliot, the Negident Commissioner who looked after Banahans,

£) and also that he is the one to look after the interests of the
Banahans. But something happened between us. This particular
thing came ahout over the acquiring hy force, in a forceful
way, our 150 acres. Prom then on I looked upon him as one
who had betrayed the Banahans". First of all, do you think
that from then on, 1931, so long as Mr Grimhle remained on
Ocean island, Mr Rotan looked upon him as the one who had
betrayed the Banahans ? A. Do I look upon him as one ?

Q Do you think that from 1931 on, while Mr ^rimhle remained on
the island, Mr Rotan regarded him as one who had betrayed
the Banahans ? A. That is what he says here, and that is
what would have been my opiniOn, yes.

Q What ahout the other Bananahs. Did they have the same
opinion ? A,The other Banahans1 They were very upset
ahout the resumption in 1931, yes. Whether they regarded him
as a betrayer; it seems to ne a very strong expression to
use. They were disappointed,

Q, What ahout the end of the 50's, do you think the attitude of
Mr Rotan was the same then ? A, This would he before the
war.

Q Just before the war. A. Towards Mr Grimhle you mean ?

Q Yes. A. I do not think he has ever, so far as I know,
changed. Yes, it would hare been exactly the same.

Q What ahout the other Banahans ? n. I think many of them have
forgotten all ahout the thing hy then. I do not think they

H kept up what I might call their animous against Mr Grimhle
to the same xtent that Mr Rotan did, hecauee, if I could
express the word, he appeared to have an idee fixe.
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Q Do you think that idee fixe was an idee fixe in the mind of any
other Banahans to the same extent ? A. It could have "been,
but I do not know, Mr Eotan was usually the Banaban spokesman
and it was veiy hard, but when 1 was on the Lands Commission
1 was really part of the Banaban community in a sense but at
the later stage one felt less so. 1 was never in the same
touch with them,

Q What about after the war in 19^7 • A. His attitude towards
Mr Grimble in 1947, Mr Rotan's attitude ?

Q Yes, A, 1 do not remember him expressing any attitude towards
him in 1947.

Q Let us go on to the next paragraph: "What do you say about
your power to hold on to your land after that happened ?

(A) 1 firmly believe that in Britain (literally he said 'in
Britain') he v/ould not do such a bad thing to the Banabans.
It is because of this that 1 asked to come to see the High'
Commissioner in Biji, and also even to come as far as here,
because 1 felt that it could possibly be that it is only these
people who come out to our place that do these unfavourable
things to us, and our search and fi^t for the t2?uth has
brou^t us this far". A, That was a point which 1 felt was
a bit unfair, one of these points, because here he is saying
that he asked to come to see the Hi^ Commissioner, which is
perfectly true, but it appears to be blaming Mr Grimble
for that the fact that he was not able to see the Hi^
Commissioner, which is not in fact the case.

Q Why do you think it is unfair ? A, Well, because it waw
Sir Murcliison Eletcher who said he was not to come down and
not Mr Grimble,

Q Let us come on to the next one: "When the land was taken in
1930 did that affect your feelings about your power to hold
on to the land, or your authority to hold your land ?
(A) 1 think 1 have made it clear what was in my heart about
how we stood under the 1913 agreement. Under that 1913
agreement we had the freedom of choice whether to give our
land or not to give our land. Each landovmer had that right
to decide, 1 think that is freedom, as we know it. And this
was, of course, also in harmony with the one Britain sent
over, Mr Elliot, who arranged for this". Is there anything
in that passage you would like to comment on ? A, He is
expressing a common sort of view that 1 heard from other
Banabans generally.

G, 0
2^
Q Then he goes on: "At that time the BPC, the company, stood

by itself, and the Government also stood by itself between
the compPiny and the people. In 1930 the company was not
there - this is what Mr Rotan literally says; it has the
sense of - the company was not acting in any way, but the
Governor was acting for the company and he did not allow us

H the freedom on our own land. From then on the Government has
killed our hearts, our freedom to decide over bur land. This
happened in 1930 and was repeated in 1947, and, alas, Ocean
Island is totally gone". What about that last sentence, "This
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happened in 1950 and was repeated in Would you
a'feree with that ? A. Ho, "because it was an agreement entered
into between the Banaban people. If this was meant to be all
a criticism of Mr Grimble, it is scarcely anything to do with
him.

Q I do not think it is intended to be a criticism of Mr Grimble,
but what I want you to tell his Lordship is whether you agree
vd.th Mr Rotan that what happened in 1930 was repeated in

B it was a very different affair. I think
Mr Rotan has made a mistake there.

THE "VIOE-CH/HTGELLGR; I think you must read the next sentence
aswell, where I think he explains.

MR "TIHELOTT: I am going on to that, my Lord: "I knew from then
that even if I refused to sign authority has been given in
order that powers could be exercised to remove my land from
me. Of course, even then I have not stopopdd to complain".
What do you say about that ? A. I do not know what authprity
had been given that powers could be exercised to remove
my land from me"

THE "VTCE-CHiiHCELLGR: Professor Maude, what I understood by what
Mr Rotan said then was this: that in 1950 the land was taken

D by compu2ision.. In 19^7 the land was not talcen by compul
sion but hey knew that compulsory powers existed and even if
they refused to sign the agreement it could be taken from
them by compulsion. That is the sense which I think Mr
Rotan was intending to convey. A. Yes, I think this was at
the background there was always this threat.

MR VIHELGTT: Do you think that was in the minds of the Banabans
^ in 1947, that they feared the exercise of compulsory powers?

A, They never expressed it to me. I only went there in
19^5 for a time and I kept away from these discussions.

But you know the Banabans - I was going to say as well as
anybody, but you know them quite well. Can you express an
opinion about it ? A. They would have expressed their
oninion to Major Holland undoubtedly if they felt this
and would have asked if this was goinfe to happen to them,
and Major Holland would have reported'it, in my opinion,
or before Major Holland Major Kennedy, because that was the
function of the Banaban elfare Gfficer, to hear their
complaints and their fea¥s and apprehensions, and where he
could not deal with them himself, to refer them to the Hi^
Commissioner for help or reassurance^./rom him. But in this
case, so far as I am aware, neither Major Kennedy nor Major
Holland ever got in touch with the Hi^ Commissioner and
asked whether such an event could take plade.

THE VICE—GHiiHGELLOR: The Welfare Officer, then, w.s to report
to the Higk Commissioner, not to the Resident Commissioner
fTTL. ^ W ^ f! rN mm i •? v-\ -vk r. n-i •The Resident Commissioner was in Tarawa. A. Tarawa, in
charge of the Gilbert and Eiiice Island Colony.
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9R VOEELOTT: You saw them pretty shortly after Mr Maynard,
ahout a month or so. A, Yes.

Q And you spent three days discussing the Ocean Island settlement
question. A, Yes.

Q, During the course of that period of discussion did you form
any impression as to whether in their meetings with Maynard
they had heen acting otherwise than freely ? A, Oh perfectly
freely with Mr Maynard, yes. They hd the idea at that partic
ular time of going hack to the boundary business of Ocean
Island and this is the matter which they seemed to be very
interested in.

Q You were then asked by my learned friend some questions about
Sir Murchison Fletcher and his view that the minerals belonged
to the Crown and you said you doubted whether that was Mr
Grimble's view. A. Yes, I doubt it, but he had never discussed
it with me and I could not be sure on that point.

Q Then my friend went on to put a question I think in these
terms: he (that is Mr Crimble) was put in a difficult
position? and you answered "Yes". I oust want you to try to
xplain to me what the difficult position was, or what the
difficulty was. A. I felt that Mr Grimble's difficult position
was that he had a great affection for the Banabans, he wanted
to do his very best for the Banabans, and I felt that the
Hi^ Commissioner was not altogether in s;mpathy with Mr
Grimble*s efforts towards the Banaban peofle. So there he was,
getting blamed by the Banabans and blamed by the High Commis
sioner.

W You went on to tell my Loid. that Mr Grimble thou^t that the
10-Jd royalty that was fixed in 1931 was fair. A. So I
understood; he did indicate that to me, yes, that in his
opinion it was a fair deal.

Whs that an opinion which he formed on his understanding that
the minerals belonged to the Banabans or on the alternative
basis that the Banabans had no minerals ? A, I am sorry, on
the alternative basis ?

Q Was that view of Mr Grimble's that the royalty of 10^ was
fair a view which he formed on the basis that, as he thou^t,
the minerals belonged to the Banabans, or was that wholly
on the basis of Sir Murchison Fletcher's view. Do you
follow me ? A, Oh, the first of those.

Q lou were asked some questions about the normal channel of
communication Residdnt Commissioner to Secretary of State
and you said "Th© normal channel of communication, during
my time, was Resident ^commissioner to hi^ Commissioner and
Hi^ Commissioner to Secretary of State", Do you remember
that ? A, Yes.

Q Can you just explain to me what you mean by "during my time".
Are you talking of your time as Resident Commissioner or
of your time with the Government ? A. 1 was at that time
thinking of my time as Resident Commissioner and how struck I
was by the courtesy of the Secretary of State in his conmun-
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ications with, me. But I did not find it, really, any different
when ^ was Secretary to Government and had to handle the
correspondence between the Hi^ Commissioner that came throu^
the Secretary of State to the Resident Commissioner.

Q Xou did not find it any different ? A. I did not find it any
different to any greatextent. Occasionally peronsalities differ
ed in the way in which they phrased things, but, generally
speaking, it struck me that the Secretary of State was advising

B rather than commanding, if I can express it in that way.

Q ^as that tirue of the whole of your time in Government, or
part only of that time ? A, I think it got more and more so
as time went on,

Q You told my Lord that the Banabans could have had a lawyer in
1947 and you told my Lord about an occasion in 1932 when the
Banabans, or Rotan, came to see you with a request to
instruct a lawyer. A, Yes.

Q Between 1932 and 194? had the question of obtaining a lawyer,
or seeing a laywer, come up again A, It came up again
throu^ Hajor Kennedy. He had a discussion with Rotan on
this question of a lawyer and suggested that if they purchased
the island of Wakav;a they could move down to Fiji where they

® would be able to obtain a lawyer. That is the only occasion
on which I recollect the lawyer business came ap.

Q When you were telling my Lord about the incident in 1932
when Rotan came to see you, you told him that he give you a
bag of money, or a bag of something, and you went to see
Mr Grimble and you said Mr ^rimble said to you "If the

^ Banabans v/ant a solicitor they have only to come to me and
ib will be given every consideration" and then you said you
gave the money back to Rotan. Can you tell my Lord, when
you gave the money back to Rotan did you tell him what Mr
Grimble had told you ? A. Oh yes.

Q It was suggested by my learned friend that the Banabans in
1947 had little knowledge of world phosphate prices and I
think you agreed. A, Yes.

Q, Did they have any opinion as to whether it was valuable or
not ? A. Whether phosphate was valuable ? Yes, they thou^t
phosphate was very valuable,

Q How valuable ? A. In monetary terms ? Ihey never expressed
it in monetary terms; they thou^t they were sitting on a
gold mine, that is all I could say.

Q We know that in 1928—30 £5 a car was a figure which was being
bandied around, A. Yes. Ihis would be the people who had
been down on ships to Australia, I had net several of them
on these ships, and it is perfevtly true that they were crews
of the ships. One called Timothy travelled up with me in

„ 1929 cUid he was taking a correspondence course in accountancy
in Melbourne in his spare time. These are the sort of people
who brou^t up these stories about how they saw bags of
phosphate being sold for £5. Unfortunately they had not taken
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into account rh.e cost of production and tlie transportation
and anything else,

Q Was that a figure mentioned in 19^7 or 19^5 ? A, No, I
never heard that,

Q That was earlier ? A, It would be difficult for me to hear
because I was only there such a short time and not dealing
with that question. It would be brought up, I think, with
the Baaaban Welfare Officer if it had been brought up with
anybody, not to me,

Q ^ou were asked a question about the 19^7 agreement, which is
in the PD bundle page 103. You have seen this. A. Yes.

Q You see it is made between the Banaban landowners of Ocean
Island onthe one hand and the British Phosphate Commissioners
on the other ? A, Yes.

Q And if you turn over, you will see it is signed by a number
of people, including Rotan, for the Banaban landowners of
Ocean Island of the other part. A, Yes.

Q Do you think that that list of persons represented all the
landowners who owned land in the area that was being disposed
of ? A, Do you mean were there any dissentients who did not
sign ?

Q No, Look at that list. You see a list of 21 names. Do you
think they were the only people who owned land in the area ?
A, Oh hOj I would not think so; they were signing on their
behalf.

Q On whose behalf, do you think ?
of the landowners.

A. I should say on behalf

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: You have not forgotten clause 3 ?

MR VINELOTT: I am much obliged, my Lord, (To the witness):
Look at clause 3, Erofessor, still on page 103. A, Yes,
that the phosphate land should be returned to the Banaban
fljandowners as soon as this can take place without inconvenience
or prejudice,

Q Xou have been asked quite a lot of questions about Banaban
custom and one of the answers you gave to my learned friend
yesterday was that when the Banahans talked of land being
owned or phosphate being owned by the community, that meant
the owners of the land on Ocean Island. A. The owners of
the land on Ocean Island, yes, and that land should be
returned to the owners,

Q When you talk of the community owning the land, do you
mean the people who were there at the time, or people who
are thereplus the peo;le who are going to own the land in
the future ? A, It is a continuing thing with land. It
neverends. It comes from the ancestors to the present
occupants of the land, to their chidren and their children's
children in perpetuity,
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THE VICE-GHAHOELLOR: !Hie difficulty about that, or a difficulty,
is you can Hardly regard the pHosphate on Ocean Island as being

ox>rned partly by people who died centuries ago, partly by
those who are now living and "ownMahd, partly by those who
are living and do not own land at the moment but will in the
future and partly by generations of unborn people in the
future. I do not imagine "being owned by the Banaban community"
means being owned by all those dead, all those living and all
those yet to be bom" ? Or do you mean that ? A, I understand
it is going into a fund which is either going to be used for the
purpose of futin?e people as well as the present, or else, in
the case of the Provident Punds, for instance, it will be used
for the purchase of fixed assets for them, which will be even
better for the future generations than the present generations.

Q I follow that. That is what is being paid for the phosphate.
Before there is any question of payment there is a question of
contracts being made for the sale of the phosphate and you
are being asked the question: "Row who owns this phosphate?
Who are the people with vrhom you have got to strike a bargain
for selling it to the Phosphate Commissioners?" If you say
"It is owned by the Banaban community" , is that to say the
Banaban community means, not only those now living who own
land, butalso those now living who in due course will own
land, and also those who will be born in the future ? If that

D is so, one then has great difficulty in deciding who is to
•strike the bargain about the sale of the phosphate if that
is what is meant by "the Banaban community". A. Yes.

Q Do you follow the question ? A. I think I do, yes,j as to
whether the entire population of Banaba should sign the document
of this nature, or only the particular landowners in the
part that is being sold.

KR VIHELOTT: % Lord is pointing out ±*- is not just a question
of the entire population because^there would be the unborn
as well. Perhaps we can get at it in this way; suppose that
the existing landoxmers at a particular moment of time of a
particular area of Isind are all adults, n your view, would
it be consistent with custom that they should dispose of the
right to mine phosphate and divide the money up amongst
themselves without keeping any badk for futute generations ?

Would that be consistent with Banaban custom in 1931?
A. In 1931 ? That a few people could have alienated a
portion of Banaba without the rest of the Banaban people ?

q Yes. A, Well, I realise the legal differences, but I do not
think that the differences really exerfiised the Banabans at

Q the time. They seemed to regard it that the people who were
concerned in the new resumption of an area WDuld be the
people who normally would^sign it. On the other hand, you
can see people who have signed these documents who have no
particular land in that area. I do not think this consideration
seems to have come into the concept. I do not remember it
ever being discussed, I hold no particular views on the subject
myself as to whether Banaban phosphate cannot be disposed of

H bit by bit, as it were, but must all be disposed of at the
same time.

Q I am not sure I made my question clear. Let me start with
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an individual who owns a piece of land. Would it "be consistent
with ^anahan custon in 1931 for that owner to dispose of the
right to mine the entire phosphate on his land in exchange for
a payment that went to him alone ? A, No, I would not feink
that would be consistent, no»

Q Would that have been, from your Banaban experience again from
discussions in 1931) consistent with Banaban custom at an
earlier date, let us say in 1913 ? A, In 1913 i think it was
done. Whether it was concistent with Banaban custon in 1913
I would have grave doubts, but I do recollect that on many
occasions when we were settling disputes we used to go ri^t
to these phosphate dug out areas and we would certainly come
across a piece of land Which had not been disposed of and was
standing up, as it were, in the middle of a pinnacled area
and was practically useless to the landowner, but he did not
want to dispose of that particular piece of land for some
reason. But I do not think I learned of any custom . to tha
effect.

Q We seem to have reached this position, that in 1931, and
possibly in 1913 also, an individual Banaban could not
dispose of the phosphate on his land and take the proceeds
and put them in his own pocket, because that would be
inconsistent with Banaban custom. That is what I understand
you to say.

MR MOWBRi'iY: Phis is not really proper re-examination.

MR VINELOTT: I am merely summarising what he has said.

THE "VICE-GHANCEIjLOR: That is certainly how 1 understood it.
So far in this particular question I thou^t Mr inelott
was trying, in a single sentence, to say what he-had got
so far. There does not seem to be anything improper in
the question so far, but all your rigjhts will be reserved
Mr Mowbray. You can put the question again at 2 o'clock,
Mr Vinelott.

(Adjourned for a short time)
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IIR, I'lOTffilUlY: 11^ lord, there are sone corrections to corrections in evidence
ay 24 (^41) • Oil pa^ 4 jiist above D in the middle line of the para^aph

there it should be "Broken Hill South", not "Hills".

At page 5 jiist belovf B at the end of the paragraph it should read:
"I think T'diat I heard was 'which is out of kilter' , not "out of tune".

IHE 7ICE-CHMCELL0R: And I used that word at C.

M. MOTOEAY: Yes.

THE YICE-CHAITCELLOS: It is actually the correction I made in Day 23,

M. MOTORAY: Then just below E there is a paragraph beginning; "Page 40 there
is a slip". That should have been attributed to Mr. Vinelott, so one has
to insert; "I-dR. inHELOTT" there.

In fact Just above that there is a paragraph beginning "I am told there
is another" and that should also be attributed to Ilr. Vinelott. G?he following
remarks attributed to ne further down the page should also be attributed to
Ih?, Vinelott.

THE VICE-CHMCELLOR; You were running on \d.th all those, were you, Mr. Vinelott?

MR. VnmOTT: Yes.

MR. MOI-ffiPalY; On page 7 there is a spelling nistalce Just about C where there is
reference to two islands. It should be "Euria". It occurs again two lines
later at the end of the line.

MR. VTHELOTT; lly first correction is on page 7 Just belov/ the second Kuria
correction,in the third line on,vjhich begins: "introduce this custom" and
then it should be "'te. bowi." He had referred to that custom a bit earlier.

In the question beginning at P the last word of the question should
have been something like "land holding'.' not "retention". It must have been
something of tha,t nature.

THE VICE-CHAITOELLOR: Let us make it "land holding".

MR. VH^EELOTT; At page 9 iu "the last line of the answer at D delete the words
"stock pile" and insert the vrord "babai". They are pits. Perhaps the
witness can be asked about that in the examination.

MR. I-f)VfflRAY; We will ask him in cross-examiaiation.

MR. VIHELOTT; At page 10 at G in the fourth line of the question delete
"liipanau" and insert "Hikanau".

At page 11 in the second line of the question at B the reference is not
to P.17 but to D.17.

At page 18 in the question Just below D it should read; "...you went
to Tarawa ^ the islet of Betio". Tarawa, as the witness has e2{plained, is
a sort of necklace of islets round a lagoon.

instructing solicitor has prepared a brief summary setting out
simply the periods tliat Professor Ifeude spent on Ocean Island and on Rabi.

THE VICE-CHALTCELLORs That can be attached to D.I7 and we will call it D.17A

(Table marked D.17A)
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IIR, VIMELOTTs ¥e will prepare a similar one for I&. Idacdonald wldLch. td.ll in due
course beoone D,17B«

THE ITICE-CIi/JICELLOR: Mr. Ifotrbray, I take it this is simply information
compiled from D,17 and does not require formal proof,

IIR, HOVffiRAT: Ho. I think it is compiled from that and what the td.tness has
said.

PROFESSOR HEaiHT SDWMD liilTIDE; recalled

B CROSS-EXinillTATIOH BY M. IIOV/BBAY COITOnRM)

Q Will you look at the transcript of yesterday's evidence, day 24 AM. (Copy
handed to the v/itneas). Will you turn to page 9. This is something you
probably hoard us discussing. Do you see^ just above letter D, the end of the
answer reads; "I do not think there has ever been any question of that even
to the digging of the pits for the soorfc of" - something - "that they build."
Vfliat should that something really have bean? - TBob" something? A. Babai -
that is the form of coarse taro which they have in the Gilbert Islands.

Q Coarse kind of .,..? A, Coarse kind of taro - colocasia esculenta, I think
it is, but I cannot remember for sure.

Q It is a Icind plant, is it? A. Yes, it is a plant.

THE VICB-CHAITCBLLOR; You said in the answer "the digging of the pits for the
sort of babai that they build" - if it is a plant, you do not build it.
A. If I said "build" I made a mistake.

Ci Ho, what should it have been? A. They dig pits for growing the taro in
in the Gilbert Islands, not on Banaba.

Q So its]!r>.^ld be "digging of the pits for the sort of babai that they grow".
E A. Yes.

Q "Grcvr" instead of "build" -> would that make sense? A. Yes, because the
babai will only grow on a water basis, so it will not grow on the surface
so that the pits are dug dom to water level.

EBDS VICE-CHAHCELLOR; I thinlc "grow" instead of "build", !&. Ilowbray.

M. MOmiAY: Yes, my Lord.

Q Thank you, tliat has cleared up that little r^stery. How, you remember we
were going to look at a couple of photographs yesterday. I think we have got
them out now. Will"'you take tliis bundle and look at the photograplisnumbered
3, 4 5* (Bundle of photographs handed to the witness:!'I, Would you tell
us what is on the back of those photographs? A, "190T7~early 'vrorkings"?
"1901, three early workings"? "1907» early workings."

Q They show a considerable depth of worldngs, do they not? A. Yes, they do -
at least 1907> certainly.

Q And they would be before the P & T deeds started to be granted, A. I would
say yes, because they would be the actual pxjrchaaed land by Sir Albert Ellis,
some of idiich he purchased, I understand, before the Colony was declared -
if I am right.

Q You are using "purchased"with inverted commas, I can tell from the way you
say it. A. Well, becaxise later on it was denied, v;as it not, whether it
was purchased or not purchased. Sir Albert Ellis maintained he had purchased
the freehold of the land and I thinlc it was held in question.
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PROP, H,E, MUDE:
Cross-exainined,

OJHE YICE-CHiilTCELLOR; 1901 woiJ-d be before the P & T deeds, but I907 ..?
A, Re, that vas after,

Q That was after the P & T deeds? A, Yes,

MR, MOWBRAY; I beg your pardon,

THE YIGB-gHAECKTiTiOR! The P & T deeds started in 1903» I think,

IE, VHELOTT; I think what ay friend said - it was nerely a slip - 'wa;. that
he referrxed to 1902 and that may be what the witness had in mind,

IE. MOWBRAY: Yes.

IDEE WTIIESS; It is in ny nenoraadun, I thinlc,

IE, IIOlIBPuAYs Yea, I was taking a false point there,

THE VICE-CHAHCELLOR; Photograph IT0.5 is I9IO, is it not?

IE. MO¥BRAY: Yes,

TICE-CEAlICELLORj I-Jhat was on the back of photographs4, 5 a^id 6?
' A, Shall I road them again?

IE, MDl-ffiRAY: Yes, A, Photograph 4 says: "1907» early worldngs," Photograph 5 -
did you say photographs4f 5 and 6?

Q I said 3» 4 aud 5» I think. A, IIo, 5 says "I90I - three early workings",

Q How will you talce bundle 4 and turn to the last page. This is a P & T deed.
It is page 191 of the bundle. A, With the letter 'B' at the top?

Q Yes, That sayss "This deed is to record that in consideration of payment ly
the Pacific Phosphate Company, Ltd, of London and Melbourne, to the undersigned
Wei Ena, a native of Ocean Island, the sum of £5 sterling, payment of which is
hereby aclaiowledged, the said native does hereby sell to the said company all
the coconut trees, pandanus and all other trees now growing, or that shall
be grown, and all the rock and alluvial phosphate that nay be found (i/ith the
rit^t to remove and ship the same within the next ten years on that piece of
land situated at Buatopnikai, Ocean Island, the dimensions being as described
in plan on back of this deed," Then it gives the area. There is no limit on
the depth that the BPC could dig, is there? A, lie, I think not.

Q A lot of those deeds were granted and they did not seem to think there was
anything wrong with the landowner granting that kind of ri^t to the BPC,
A, I/ho is "they", may I ask?

Q The landowners vho granted those deeds. A, The landomers vjho granted them?

Q, Yes, A, They certainly granted them, but not, if you will follow my remark,
I merely said thai-t in 1931 they expressed the opinion that it would be
appropriate if the phosphate was considered to be at that time held in common
ky the island. But I never denied I was fully aware of the fact that they
had granted many lands previous to that and they had dug down, particularly
vdien they got the machinery to do so, well belov?,

Q, I think you said that the very people to -vdiom you x^ere talking probably had
granted some P & T deeds. A, I woxxld say that was quite possible, yes.

4.
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PROF, H.E. IllUDE;
Oross-exanined,

Q Is this what they \rere saying to you in 1930 or 1931 or 1932, that it would
"be a good idea if the conimuiity as a -vidiole got the benefit from the phosphate?
A. l]y conception \iras that the idea had come about after 1913 rather than
before 1913•

Q But have I got -bhe conception ri^ti was it more a question of "It would be
a good idea if tMs v;ere done id-th the royalties in future" rather than a
question of "The landholding custom is such and such"? A. It surely had

B already, to a certain extent, been done in the I913 Agreements. Could I again
look at my memorandum, perhaps?

Q Please do, yes. The 1913 Agreement is in paragraph 8. Is that a help?
A. Yes, a.t (c) I think there was a royalty of 6d. a ton on phosphate shipped
\daich v;as to be divided tip to form a Banaban fund and this to be used for the
benefit of the existing Banaban community in atty way which mi^t be recamcnded
by them.

Q That was during 1913 and during I914? A. Yes, and after tha.t it was to be
distributed aiaong all Banabans who leased land to the Company in the proportions
recommended by themselves, Tliis really I am referring to as in 1931 they
considered ~ vrell, appropriate - they had no objection to that then.

Q Then in the second (b) in paragraph 8 of your memorandum, that was being
£) divided among the landovjners, was it not - the Banabans idao leased land to

the Company? A, Yes.

Q In the proportions agreed by themselves? A. Yes.

Q And you say that was an appropriate method? A, Because in 1931 it was
again chan^d and it was divided put among the whole people.

E Q Under the lease it was and under the >" Ordinance it wcm not, you
remember? A. It v/as not. \i/hen I spoke to the people it was subsequent to
that time, it was fresh in their minds. I did not mean, if I ever had
expressed tlie opinion that in I905 and 19IO that they had not leased land on
an individual basis or sold land on an individual basis. I did express the
opinion, I romember, that if they had actually sold land completely this
would be absolutely contrary to native custom, but to lease land would have
been a different matter. I merely said that they did mention to me that they
considered that if they had leased land in the early days they had no idea
hovj- deep the phospliate was going to go at tlaat time.

Q That would have been the very earliest days, would it not? A. In the
earliest days, yes. Later on, presuraably, I do not know to vhat extent tliey
were leasing land, but they certainly leased land which went down further
than that. I tliinlc if they were offered inducements sufficient they irould,
as I would consider,break their own customs to do so, but I did not suggest
that tliis was an imomorial Banahan custom at all, but merely was an e:n?ression
of an opinion that wiiut had been done by, shall we say, the Government was
not inappropriate under the circumstances.

11 am
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PBOF, E,E^ MEDE;
CrOSs-exaTiiined,

Q I foliate, thaiik you. That is vdiat I was tryisig to get at really. Just to
finish this part about the customs and the title, have you got there the
P.D, bundle? Would you look at page IO3, This is the 1947 /igreenent.
A, That is the final one of the lot,

Q [There v^asanother one in 1973 v4aich dealt idth some operating land, some land
that had got missed out. You did not loiow about that one. ilnyway, this T^as
the one in 1947 that you thoti^t was going to cover the whole island,
A, Yes, It was my recommendation which should finalise everything,

Q Do you see that it saj/'s it is made betv;een the Banaban landowners of Ocean
Island and the British Phosphate Commissioners? A. I see that,

Q ibid at the end on the next page it is signed by lir, Ilaynard for the British
Phosphate Commissioners and then by a dozen or more Banabans for the Banaban
landovners of Ocean Island, A, Yes,

Q So it looks am thou^i it was the landowners idio were granting the phosphate
ri^ts in 1947? A, The landowners? lihat do you mean?

Q Yes, A, The Landovmers to this particular land, I suppose.

Q Yes, A, Yes, well ,,,,

Q You see the thou^t that is in mind, that if the community owned the
phosphate A.Biit this concerns tiro things too, does it not? It concerns
the surface rights as well as the phosphate. You mean that there should have
been tv;o agceenents, one for surface ri^ts and one for phosphate ri^its.

Q If the communitjr owned the phosphate you would tliink there would be a grant
by the community of the phosphate rights,. A, Perhaps legally, I do not
think it ever occurred to the Banaban people,

Q Eo, well —? A, But it is a legal point wliich I agree with, but I do not
think that tliey had ever thou^t it out like that. But in any csre by 1947
their conceptions may have been very different to their conceptions in 1931.

o Yes, I was going to ask you about that. You said that in 1931 the land was
used for subsistence. A, Hardly by then I thinlcj it was beginning to change
then, I forget the exact date on which copra ceased to be escported for
instance from Ocean Island, vdiich night be the date at which we could take
subsistence as having ceased, but I think it was about 1913, was it not?

Q, ¥e do not loiow, but at any rate lAien the Banahans went to iLabi they still had
a great sentimental interest in their land but their business interest was
really a money interest, was it not? A, They had changed from a predominantly»
shaOlwe say, or partially subsistence economy to a mainly monetary economy by
that time,

Q Do you think tha,t by 1947 the landowner might have been by Banaban custom
considered the omer of the phosphate under Ms land? A, Tliis is a point
which I thougiit I brou^t out in the examination in chief, that I felt that
it was a matter for ascertainraont at this tine, and I have strongly supported
at all times tloat as the society changes customs should change too, and it may

H very well be that ty now the Banabans regard the phosphate as individually
owned or owned by some other method than it was in 1931, because custom is
continually changlni^ and I would hope that it was not going to stay still
because if it was it was going to be an incTxbus on the development of the
corjmuirity.
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PROP. H.E. MUDE:
Cross-exanined.

d Vtoen you say "by now" do you nean by 197^ or by 1947? A. It seens to ne
that they really becane nore developed onto a nonetary ba^sis idien they
went to Rabi Island,

Q So "v&iat you are saying vrould date back to 1947? A. Yes.

Q, Or a little earlier, \dien they arrived. A, I'flien they arrived. I wotild say
it is continually chan^in^ all the time. If one could predict for another
ten years I would say it vrould be wholly on a monetary basis except for the
land on Rabi, which may a^'ain produce money. It vrould not be so much for
food as for the sale of copra on the market, althou^ a certain amount is
used for gardening of course, as with us,

Q There is one thing I really should ask you about and perhaps it confirms
viiat you have been sai'^ing this morning. Would you again look at bundle 59
and at your despatch vdiich starts on page 89, Do you remember this is
the despatch in vdiich you forv^arded to the Acting Hi^ Commissioner the copy
of the final statement of intentions of the Government, ¥6 looked at a bit of
it before. Look at paragraph 9 on page 90, That sayss "Regarding royalties
(whether nev; or already invested in the Royalty Trust) tlae Banaban argues,
as he has always done, tliat all under surface rii^ts belong absolutely to the
owners of the surface ri{^ts and that the Government has no -ri^t to witlliold
his royalty payments, v;hich should be paid to each individual landowner and
not diverted to communal use," Is that what the Banabans •were saying in 1947?

D A, I vrould not say all of them, but a large number of them, and a greater
number of them than vrere ssying it in 1951* only anxiety is to stress that
custom changes all tlie time and should be allowed to change all the time and
I am only pleading that we should recognise the ri^t of the people to choose
their ovai customs. But •when I said - and I have been very conscious of this
here, if I may say so - that it Vvas always done, this was done in a casvial
moment and I should have put a qualifying adjective here. It was not done in
1900, you vd.ll appreciate that.

Obviously not, no. A, No,

You remember you said that in 194°» and I think vn?ote in I946, that the
royalty ou^it to be increased to taice account of inflation? A, Yes, tliis
has been my opinion,

i\nd I think you told us yesterday tliat you thought it ou^t to take account
of the inflation since 1930 and ou^t to correspond in value to the lQ|-d that
was fixed then. A, Only in the event of the •unfortunate circumstances that
negotiations between tlr, Ifeynard, or rather the BPC, and the Banabans broke
dovm I thought we should then go back to 1931 and. v^j-dato it in accordance
vdth the fall in the value of money. If "w© could turn to that paragraph-
perhaps, I think it is q'uite clear,

Q It is in your memorandum, is it not? A. It is in my memorandum here,
Q Let us look at that. It is in paragraph 75. Perhaps we had better look at

paragra.ph 19 first just for the salce of completeness. Tliat sayss "In March,
i94^j hovrover, the representative of 'the British Phosphate Commission again
a.pproached the Baiiabans regarding the acquisition of the new area, but was
informed that ovdng to the change in monetary value since 1940 the Banabans
nov7 required a payment of £225 per acre for surface ri^^ts and ls,6d. per ton
royalty, the proportion to be credited to the Royaltj'" Trust and Provident

M Punds being unspecified. It is understood that tlie British Phosphate
Commissioners are unlil:ely to accept "these revised terms but no aroquest has
so far been received to ha"ve to land compulsorily taken over from the owners
and leased to iiiem,"

0.
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PROP, H.E. Min)E:
Cross-examined,

Then in para^aph 75 you say •vAiat should happen if that did come ahout;
"It has "been stated in para^aph 19 that the Banahans and the Commission are
at present unahle to agree to the terms on i-iiioh anj'" further lands should he
acquired and it is possible that the Government will he compelled to resume
land again under the Ilining Ordinance of 1928 and 1937 • I recommend that
in this event the Government should (a) vccqb that the resumption should he a
final one, including all lands required hy the Commission (see paragraphs 70
and 71) (h) require that the terms offered for the acquisition should he
at least as favourable as those offered in the case of the 1931 areas, duo
accovint being made for the fall in the value of money." A, That is so,

Q You vrould have been the man to fix the royalty, would you not, as the
Resident Commissioner? A, I would not have thou^t that I was necessarily
the mail to fix the royalty, hut • • • • •

Q The 192a Ordinance says that the royalty sliall he what the Resident Commissioner
deteinines. A, I am sorry. Have I said that in my memorandum?

Q I do not thinic so. A, Because I was not aware of the fact, I am afraid,
I should have been, I imagine that in the case of the 1931 resumption tha,t
an independent man had been hrou^it up from Tonga, in this case, I thinly a
Ifc, Neill, and he had fixed this matter,

Q He fixed the surface payment. A, The surface payment, yes,

p. But Ita, Grimhle fiiced the royalty. A, I do not think I stated that in cy
memorandum.

Q, Ho, hut that is what happened all ri^t,
it that that is so.

A, Yes, I will take your word for

Q Thank you, ¥e can take it, at any rate, that if it had fallen to you to fi2c
a royalty in 1947 you would have fixed something which was equal in purchasing
poi:er to the lOg-d, as it was in 1931'd.So in other words I was recommending
the Secretary of State idiat he should tell me to do,

Q Yes, that is it. A, Yes,

Q You agree vn.th what I asked you? You agree with that question I aslced?
A, If I an the person ttiat had to do it and I have certainly recommended tliat
this was my viewpoint, I would have, of course, had to reconsider the matter,
hut it would have been consonant with my thou^t at the time I wrote that,

Q I do not know whether you were in court when lir, Silcock gave us some figures
ahout the value of the 1921 lO'^, Perhaps you would take a copy of I),l6,
(Copy handed to the id-tness). These are some figures got out by lir, Silcock
and in the top left-hand comer you vjill see reference to 1928 and then
following that there is I930/31 and he has got the royalty level as lOgS,
Then in the ri^t-hand column opposite that he has 5*2, At the top of that
column \d.th the 5*2 lii it he is saying, "^Tiat is the royalty level in 1914
pence," so he has reduced ever^-tliing to a common value, the value of a penny
in 19141 and he is saying that the lO-y-d in 1930/31 was worth the same as 5.8d
in 1914 pence - the value that the penny had in 1914. 4re you with me so far?
A, Yes, I tliinlc I am. Really I am not too hot on figures, hut I thinic I am
with you.

Q Just a couple more now. In the bottom line there you have got 1946/47 with
Is,3d, on the left. Do you see that? A, Yes,

Q In the right-hand colimm he has got 4,6 in I914 pence, so lir, Silcock is sayingg
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PROF. H.E. II/JTOE;
Cross-ezEonined,

that the ls.5<3.« royalty tliat i;as agreed in 1947 was worth 4*6 snd the 10|d
"royalty tliat was fixed in 1951 was wrth 5»8^»

M. VTMELOTT; 411 thiS| of coxirse, is expressed in terras of sterling and the
diffiaulty is we just do not know vdiat the price in Australian money in tlie
Pacific \i8S except by reference to figures,which I think appear in correspondence,
obtained by It. Vaskess.

MR. MOlffiEAYs We will come to that, or my friend can put it in re-examination.

MR. VBlELOTIls I do not thinl: it ri^it that the wi'bness should be asked questions
about the depreciation of an Australian royalty by reference to internal
sterling prices.

[PEE TICE-CHAWCELIOR: It. Vinelott, I have on several occasions, I thirlc, \dien
reference has been made in tliis case to tlie value of money, insisted that
this was the internal purchasing power of sterling. In fact I inserted the
word "internal" just immediately after the asterisk on this page, so I have
that point very much in mind,

M. VmELOTO: I am sure yoxir Lordship has, and I remember your Lordship drawing
attention to it, but I was not so sure that the witness qtiite understood the
basis on vdiich the question was being put,

MR. MOWBRAYs lie, Silcock did this, as one vrauld expect, in quite an intelligent
way, because lie took the level and converted it first in the fourth column
to sterling, so he has taken account of the difference in rate of exchange
between Australian and TK money from time to time.

THE VXOE-CHAeiCELLORs Yes, but the point is not •vdiat iir. Silcock did but how far
this witness has followed wliat lie. Silcock did, because ho has expressed
some diffidence in dealing v/ith matters of figures and equivalents of money.
Tha.t is tlie point,

57ZE WITEESS: Thanlc you, my Lord. I am a bit at sea.

THE VXCE-CEAITCELLOR; I do not know if this will help you at all. You see a
column headed "Royalty level"? The date is the first column and then the
second column is "Royalty level" and that is the royalty expressed in
Australian currency. You folloxv that there was in 1928 a royalty of 10|-d.
and in 1930/31 it was IQ^-d. and in 1940 there was the Is. offer and in i94o/47
there was the ls.3<i. settlement, all in Australian currency. You follow that?
A. Y«s, I do.

Q Wliat this table is trying to do is to give some account of, first, the change
in value of /iustralian money in relation to the pound sterling, because there
was an Australian devaltuition as against sterling - do you follow that?

Yes.A

Q And secondly to try and get some sort of comparison between the different
sums of money when converted into sterling. If you look at the column headed
"Royalty level" in sterliiig that is simply turning Australian money into
English money as it were. You see the column headed "Royalty level in sterling"
A» Yes.

Q That is sayiii^, for example, that in 1928 the 10|d. royalty in Australian
money was the same as lOjd, royalty in Einglish money. A. Yes,

Q By the time yo^^ get to I930/51 the Australian ia|d. has become 9.Id in English
money. That is the middle column. A. I see, 9.Id.
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PROF, E.E. MUDE;
Cross-examined.

Q ilnd "when you get down to 1946/47 the ls,5d, Australian has "become 12d. i2i
English money. Do you follow that part of it? A. I fellow this part.

Q And then the last column is turning everything into terms of 1914 English
money so that lilce can be compared with" JLilce. Tliat is probably the part that
you do not follow - is that it? A, I'ly Lord, with all deference, the part
which I do not quite follovr is that it seems to be a suppositious thing -
I was majsing a preliminary recommendation to the Secretary of State on a
thing wIrLch he mi^t or might not have brou^it before me. If he had I would

g have presumably tlien had to make an adjudication taking all sorts of fa,ctors
into account, and I do not knov: vdiat those factors are at the moment. I am
being aslced at the moment to be a Judge now of ^diat I irould have done in
suppositious circumstances.

(Continued on next vafe)
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PSOF. H.E, MAUDE:

Cross-examined.

Q lou are being asked about one of those factors, namely, the change in the
value of money, A. Yes,

Q Because your recommendation was that effect should be given to the fall in
the value of money and that that ought to be reflected in any royalty
payments. Is that right? A, What I am asked to state is that if my
reooimnendations were accepted and all other circumstances were equal this
would have been the difference in the value of money that would have been
taken into account.

MR MOWBRAY: No, Professor Maude, I was not going to ask you that exactly,
I was going to ask you to agree with Mr Silcock that what was agreed in
19^1-6 or 19^7 was v;orth lees than the lOjd, which had been fixed in 1930/31t
on his figures,

MR VINELOTT: That raises exactly the same problem. Worth less in terms of
what? Converted into sterling and then converted for the internal
purchasing pov;er, yes, but it is a very different thing, or may be a
different thing if you go elsewhere, and the question simply is not
precise enough,

MR MOWBRAY: In terms of 191^ sterling pence it was less, was it not?
A. The value of money had fallen.

Yes. A, I would have thought the value of money certainly had fallen,
but I have absolutely no idea as to how much it had fallen or of Mr
Silcock's competence to decide how mutch it had fallen by. Nor have I any
idea whether my recomiaendation in paragraph 73 would have been acc.^pted
and, if it liad been accepted, what directions I would have received or
anything on this matter.

Q You would have expected to receive some directions about the rovalty to
fix, would you? A. No, not that, but I would have expected to'cbtain advice
as to how the matter should be brought about, because it would surely
depend on factors like the market price of phosphate at any particular time,
for instance, the expectations of profit of the Commission and various
foactors which had still got to be brought into mind. I mentioned
one point there because it had occurred to me as a fair thing, but I have
not brought a judicial mind to adjudicate in advance as to what my final
decision would have been. It might not have been, as you are suggesting
that it would have been 12d, or whatever it would have been

11,30
THE VICE~CHWI«iailLIOR: Let me see if I follow this. This may help. You

recognise that between 1930/31 and 19W^7 there had been a fall in the
value of money? A, Very definitely.

Q You are not at all sure how much that fall was? A, No.

Q And anyway, the fall in the value of money would only have been one of the
factors, A. One factor.

Q One of the factors that you would have .to talce into account in
fixing the royalty. Other factors would be matters such as the price of
phosphate, and so on. A, Yes,

Q Is that a
Lord,

fair summary of your view? A, That is a very fair summary, my

MR, MOWBRAY: The price of phosphate and the profits that could be made by the
Commission. A. Well, really I have not gone into all the questions.
You are asking me to give a judicial decision off the cuff, if 1 may use a
co-lloquial expression.
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Q VJe will not ask you any more about that. You said that one reason why you
tliou^t the Goverxunent ought to stay out of the negotiations - the reason the
Government ought to stay out of the negotiations in 19^7 - was that you did
not want anything to happen like what happened in 1930 and thereabouts. We
know Mr. Grimble ended up in a very difficult and embarrassing position in
those earlier days. A. Yes.

Q Could you tell us what particular factors you had in mind about 1931 time
when you thou^t it was undesirable that that should happen again? A. I was
doing the Lands Commission just about that time or just after it and just
speaking around with the people I saw that they had, shall I say, a
traumatic shock that the adjudication had been done, as it were, over their
heads. They had always in the past imagined that free agreements between
the Pho^hate Commission and the Banaban community would take place and this
is their land, and that they were free to get rid of their surface ri^ts
as they thou^t fit. But here a superior power had taken over and they
were psychologically unhappy about it.

Q I wonder if I could show you something that Mr, Eotan said and see if you
thinlc he is saying the same as you are saying now. It is in Day 7 and I want
to start at the bottom of page 7- T was asking Mr. Rotan a question at the
bottom of the page where it says: "(Q) Now I am going to ask you something
different. When you came back from the Gilberts in 1926 Mr. Grimble was
the Resident Commissioner. How did you think of Mr, Grimble then? (a) I
think of him as I think of Mr, .Uliot, the Resident Commissioner who

j) looked after Banabans, and also that he is the one to look after the
interests of the Banabans, But something happened betv/een us. This
particular thing came about over the acquiring by force, in a forceful way,
our 150 acres. From then on I looked upon him as one who had betrayed the
Banabans. (Q) What do you say about your power to hold on to your land
after that happened? (A) I firmly believe that in Britain (literally he
said in Britain ) he would not do such a bad thing to the Banabans. It is
because of this that I asked to come to see the Hi^ Commissioner in Fiji,

E and also even to come as far as here, because I felt that it could possibly
be that it is only these people who come out to our place that do these
unfavourable things to us, and our search and fi^t for the truth has brought
us this far. (Q) When the land was taken in 1930, did that affect your
feelings about your power to hold on to the land, or your authority to hold
your land? (A) I think I have made it clear what was in my heart about how
vie stood under the 1913 agreement. Under that 1913 agreement we had the
freedom of choice whether to give our land or not to give our land. Each
landowner had that right to decide. I think that is freedom, as we know it.
And this was, of course, also in harmony with the one Britain sent over,
Mr. Elliot, who arranged for this.

"At that time the BPC, the company, stood by itself, and the Government
also stood by itself between the company and the people. In 1930 the
company was not there - this is what Mr, Rotan literally says; it has the
sense of - the company was not acting in any way, but the Governor was
acting for the company and he did not allow us the freedom on our own land.
From then on the Government has killed our hearts, our freedom to decide
over our land. This happened in 1930 and was repeated in 19^7, and, alas,
Ocean Island is totally gone,"

Noxix, is that really the same ideas that you were expressing? A. In
broad outline, yes. There are certain parts 1 do not quite uiderstand

H here, but it certainly expresses the sense of shock that was felt by the
people at the time, that the 1913 agreement had always been, to my recollection
of hov; they used to express it, considered quite a fair one, but that they
had not the same feeling about it. They had come to an agreement with the
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Company and they had a great deal to say as to how their money was to be
spent aften'/ards, but in the 1931 agreement they felt that there had been
a resumption - it is a different thing to a free agreement and I do not
think that they had really believed that this v;as going to come about.
When it did come about it was traumatic, I cannot express it differently,

Q Now I am going to ask you about something qui e different, that is, about
Sir Murchison Fletcher's policy about the ownership of the phosphate.
Was it your understanding that it was Sir Murchison Fletcher's firm policy
to assert a Crown ownership of the phosphate? A. I have read that he did
express his view that the Crown owned the phosphate. I have never
discussed the matter with him, naturally - he would not have regarded me as
anything more than quite insignificant.

Q I see, so iiy'only what you have read about it really. A, It is only what I
have read on the matter. I was a jimior officer and he was the Hi^
Commissioner for the Western Pacific and also we were many miles apart from
each other. I have read that he expressed the viewpoint and I have not only
read it, but I heard it from Mr. Grimble too, that this was the view of
Sir Murchison Fletcher. I doubt if it was I4r. Grimble's view.

Q But he f. .'t he had to abide by Sir Murchison's view? A, There was not
much option, was there? I think he expressed his views as far as he
could and he had done as far as he could to help the Banabans, I always
found him personally very sympathetic towards the Banabans and I lived with
him for a year in his house.

Q He was put in a very difficult position, was he not? A. Yes, He did what
he could. He was a sick man at the time and he had anoebic dysentery and
he fought for the Banabans, in my opinion,

Q He did try quite hard to get them to agree to the lO^d. royal.ty, did he not?
A. He did so, but I do not think he thought it was vinfair at the time.
What I am saying is in part of this Mr. Rotan appears to be rather hard on
Mr, Grimble.

Q You do not agree with that part about Mr, Grimble? A, Not entirely, no,

Q The lOjd. had been discussed in London, had it not? A. I do not knov/ these
things,

Q You remember when you spoke of the idea that the Crown owned the phosphate
you told us that you had persuaded successive Resident Cominissioners that
the Crown did not own the phosphate, A. I said that v;e used to have talks
about the subject and I expressed my view and they may have already held
that particular view - I am not saying that my poor efforts had any effect
on them, but I certainly have always expressed that view, not only on that,
but on what, except for the Banabans,was a more important question, the
question of the reef rights,

Q You said when you were telling us about those conversations that the
Resident Commissioners were not quite sure what the Secretary of State would
say. A, Did I?

Q Yes, I suppose if he took a particular view about it that would conclude
the matter. Is that right? A, If the Secretary of State did?

Q Yes. A. The Secretary of State would no doubt have listened to the
Resident Commissioner and the Resident Commissioner would deal through the
High Commissioner with the Secretary of State. The relations between them
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I do not know, but all I can say is when I became Resident Commissioner
ray relations with the Secretary of State passed through the High Commissioner,
but I cannot recollect an occasion on which the Secretary of State did not
accept my viewpoint.

We have seen one or two examples in the dociiraents where the Secretary of
State did not agree. A. In the earlier days?

Q In the earlier days.

Q

A. Yes, maybe.

B Q Not in your time! A. The Secretary of State in my opinion, in my
experience did not give orders. He made suggestions, shall we say?

Q As a matter of fact, he had asked to be informed about the royalty
negotiations in 19^7j bad he not? Do you remember that? A. I think I
have seen something in the bundles about that.

(Continued on next page)
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Q And thLen "by an over-sight that was not done. A, No, I do not
rememher that part of it. If it is in the "bundle then I would
have seen it. lou say he was not informed "by an over-sight ?

Q, Yes. A. Could "be.

Q, If the Secretary of State asks to be informed about something
before a final decision is made, or a final agreement is reached,
I suppose he is reserving the right to make some suggestions

P or give some orders after he has seen what has been provisionally
agreed ? A. In my time he would certainly make suggestions.
I can only think of the question as to liquor, as to whetherthey
would allow alcoholic consumption in the Gilbert Islands, and
this fatter went from me to the Secretary of State and he came
back and said I mi^t consider experience on langanyka and
certain experience in West Africa and things, and he sent me
correspondence on that so that I would be able to take all
these factors into account. V/hat I am trying to say is he'
did not say "No, you cannot do that" or "Yes, you do that",
he said "I think perhaps it migiht be convenient if you took
these factors into consideration".

Q And did that tell you what you were thinking of doing ? A. It
helped me a great deal as to what I was thinking of doing,
because I saw what they had done in these other territories;

D in other words, they had legitimised or legalised the local
tipple, as you mi^t say, but not imported spirits, which I
had hot realised before.

THE "VIGE-GHi'iNGELLOR: Will you help me on one thing which has come
up on a number of occasions earlier. In some cases the Resident
Commissioner seems to have referred somBthing to the High
Commissioner and then the High Commissioner sometimes referred

E it to the Scretary of State . A. That iw so.

Q On other occasions the Resident Commissioner has communicated
direct with the Secretary of State sending a copy to the
Hi^ Commissioner. A. I never occurred in my time, my Lord,
not that I can recollect at any time. ^All the communication
was from the Resident to the Hi^ Commissioner and from the
Hi^ Commissioner to the Secretary of State. I should have
thought the Hi^ Commissioner would have taken exception had
a communication gone stj?ai^t over his head to the Secretary
of State.

MR MOWBRilY; I think some of the communications my Lord isreferr
ing to were at a fairly early stage when communications were
difficult ? A. Oh, that is very possible, yes.

G
THE VICE-CBLiNCELLOR: The normal channel of communication, in

your time at all events, was throu^ the High Commission ?
A. That is so, my Lord.

Q, From you to the Hi^ Commissioner and the Hi^ Commissioner,
if necessary, to the Secretary of State ? A. Yes, my Lord.
When Hir Alexander Grantham appointed me as Higih Commissioner

H he told me"Your's is a semi-autonomous command",
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Q Wlien Sir Alexander appointed you as what ? A, "'"nformed me
that the Secretary of State had appointed me as Resident
Commissioner,

Q, ^/Jhen he appointed you to he x\rhat ? A, Resident Commissioner
for the Gilbert Colony, he said "Tour's is a semi-autonomous
command" and I think that expressed it.

KR MOWBRAT: Do you have Bundle 39 there, and would you go to
page 111. You see the telegram from the Secretary of State
to the High Commissioner of the Western Pacific, and he sets
out the terms of the 19^7 agreement and then at 5? at the bottom
of the page: "In view of paragraph 4 of my telegram Ho.2
which asked that I should be consulted before any final settle
ment is reached, I should be glad to know the present position
and, if settlement has in fact been reached on the above basis,
whether you have consider its terms are satisfatory",
A, I am sorry, page 111 you say V

Q I am afraid there are various page numbers at the bottom because
it has been re-numbered at different times, and I see some
of yours are falling out. A, 111 is a draft code telegram.

Q Ihat is the one,

THE VICE-CH/iHCELLOR: If you look at the bottom of that, the
last four lines. A. Yes, my Lo3?d.

MR MOWBR^iY: "In vievr of paragraph 4 of my telegram No 2 which
asked that I should be consulted before any final settlement
is reached, I should be glad to know the present position
and, if settlement has in fact been readhed on the above basis,
whether you considet its terms are satisfactory." A, Yes.

Q Then would you go to page 115, which is the reply: "I confirm
that agreement has been reach between BPC and Banaban land
owners for transfer to foimer of 291 acres on Ocean Island
at £200 Australian per acre and 380 acres at £55 per acre.
Arrangements as paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of your telegram also
agreed. The matter was discussed betv;een Grantham and Gaze
in Pebruary v/hen proposed terms regarded reasonable. Necessity
for consulting you before final settlement was overlooked.
Agreement was reached on 10th April and I regard terms as
very satisfactory for Banabans", and then something else which
I need not read. It looks there, does it not, as though that
first telegram from the Secretary of State was a bit of a
rap over the knucles for not consulting him inthe way he had
asked ? That was page 111. A, Yes, I am just reading it
again, if I may. It looks as if that is saying "V/hy on earth
did you not do this thing". That seems the English of it.

THE VICE-CI-L'i.NCELLOR; If it was a rap over the knuckles one would
expect at the least the reply to include some expression of
regret that it had been over-looked but it is just a flat
statement that it was over-looked. A. Is there nothing here
to say "I regret" ?

THE YIGE-GHiiNGELLOR; I do not think so.
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MR MOWBRiiY: Roj •fchere is not. A, ^t is veiTy difficulty witli
the Secretary of State to know when he is rapping one over
the knuckles or when he is not, because he is invariably
polite.

THE VICE—OHiiNGELLOR: It would not have been very polite on the
High Oommissioner's part.

ME MOWBRAY: I suppose Sir Alexander Grantham had been away from
h^ headquarters, had he not, and I suppose that was a kind of
l^xplanation. A, If he had been away from his headquarters
it would very possibly have been sent by somebody else,

Q When theSecretary of States says "I want to be consulted
before something is finally agreed" and then he is consulted'and
he says "That seems all right to me", or something like that,
he is taking the responsibility, is he not ? A, Yes, in
a sense he is taking the responsibility. I do not know whether
he would consider that he is taking the responsibility or
whether he has advised and you have taken the responsibility.
He certainly wants to be advised, frequently I felt that he
wanted to be advised of a certain position in order that he
should be able to put to you all the factors in the case, but
the ultimate responsibility very often lay on the man on the
spot because he knew the local conditions not the Secretary
of State, But there were occasions, admittedly, when the
Secretary of State felt he had particular imowlefge which the
local person did not possess, and then he would — he would
never say "Do this", he would give a strong recommendation
and one used to read between the lines.

Q, If you had asked him what to do, then you would really be
throwing the responsibility on him ? A, If you asked him
what to do ? It could be that you were going to take his
advice, but there have been occasions when you felt very
strongly but on those occasions I feel one would normally
go back to him with a further statement as to why you con
sidered that it would be better, under the circumstances, not
to do this. It is always a difficult position with the
Secretary of State and the Hi^ Oommissioner, and also Hi^
Oommissioner and Resident Oommissioner, because of the
distances between the two. If they could meet together and
settle it over a table it is always so much easier.

Q, The negotiations the Banabans undertook in were very
important negotiations from their point of view, were they
not ? A, Yes.

Q The whole island was going to be covered, was going to be
dealt with ? A, I think so. That was my recommendation.

Q, That was your recommendation; in fact it was, as far^as
they knew, the whole island ? A. Yes. You did mention
there was some part, a minor part.

Q Yes. Would you look at page 27 of yesterday's transcript,
Day 24. Mr vinelott asked you something about possible
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variable royalties that went up and down, and then just above
G- he asked you: "What about 19^7 ? Do you think you would
have been better able to explain it to them then ? (A) I
think in 19^7 they would have been able to understand that
money did not buy as much as it did in 19^0 or 1930, but I
do not think they would have understood how market prices
were fixed for phosphate". A. This is the first time that I
had ever heard about this going up and down and I was rather
at a loss to know what it all meant.

Q. I was really thinking about the Banabans' knowledge of market
prices of phosphate. They had no knowledge about that, had
they ? A, Very little I think, very little about the world
phosphate prices, no.

Q, You said that if you had been put in that judicial position in
19^7 you thought one of the things you would have had in mind
would be the prices of phosphate ? A, I would have had very
little knowledge; I would have obtained expert advice on
that subject.

Q Do you not think the Banabans should have had expert advice
on that subject ? A. Well, if it had been an a^ initio thing
I would have given this matter some considerable thought, but
they had made an afreement in 19^ and it seemed to be a
question of the difference in the value of money between 19^0
and 1947. This is what I had got fixed in my mind and I brought
before Sir Albert Ellis. I felt that the Banabans, in their
negotiations which were about to take place with the Phosphate
Commission, should certainly take into account changes in the
value of money.

Q The Banabans had not had any advice in 19A0 either, had they ?
A, Wo, but they were the ones that made a willing agreement
between the tv;o. They could have asked for advice but they
did this betrt\reen them and, so far as I knew, it was a fair
free seller free buyer bargain between them. I had no reason •
to suppose that in the 19^ negotiations they were suffering
from any particular disability, as it were. They had had
other negotiations with the Phosphate Oommissionrrs and they
seemed to be quite successful.

Q, I am not asking these questions in criticism of you, Professor
Maude, because it was not your job, was it ? A, It was not my
job, no.

Q You came to talk to them about the political settlement,
A. Entirely, yes. In fact, I was told to k§ep ri^t out of
the phosphate negotiations, that they were no concern of mine
in 19A-7 when ^ went there to do the statement of intentions.

You were told that, were you ? A, I was told that if the matter
was brought up, it was not my function to deal with that, nor

was it within my competence, to be perfectly truthful to you.
I knew very little about the phosphate negotiations. I was up
at Tarawa Island, I flew down from Tarawa Island and 111 I knew
about it was this question of Rabi and Ocean Island, which
occupied all my thou^ts.
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12.00
Veil, if you had "been going to advise the Banahans ahout the
other negotiations with the BPC, you would have wanted to Imow
ahout phosphate prices and all kinds of things you did not know
ahout; is that right ? A. This is supposition, really. I
have never heen asked to interfere inany of these sort of
negotiations, I was the Lands Commissioner and I dealt with
native custons, on which I feel rather sure of myself; hut
on the questions which you arementioning I am not sure of
myself. It is rather out of my competence.

Q, We will leave that. You said the Banahans could have had
a lawyer in 19^7* A. Oh yes, I am quite sure of that.

Q, And I noticed you stressed once or twice, when you were
saying that - and I thj'^'-k it was ahout 2.15 or so yesterday,
my Lord, No, Professor, it is not in the transcript because
we have not got the afternoon's transcript yet, we have only
got the morning. learned Junior's note suggests that when
you said they could have asked for a solicitor in 19^7, you
said that at a later stage they did ask for a solicitor and then
you said "There would have heen no objection to their having
had a solicitor or advise at that stage of 19^7". A. Yes.

Q I thou^t you perhaps laid a little stress on that and I
wondered whether it would have heen the same in Mr Gximhle's
day ? A. That I cannot say. Mr Grimhle did tell me that'
if they came to him he would seriously consider this matter,
hut he did not tell me whether he would or what he would have
done ahout it. He really regarded me as A Cadet. He did not
take me into his confidence on this particular qurstion.

0 Did anyone approach you ahout getting a solicitor ? A. Yes.

Q, Will you tell us ahout that ? A. That was Mr Rotan Tito. He
approached me ahout the possibility of my getting a solicitor
for the Banahan people. That would have heen in Buakonikai.
I was asked to attend a meeting at Buakonikai and to the best
of my recollection Mr Rotan was sitting behind a table and he
had a hag in his hand which he informed me contained Sovereigns,
and he asked me to take this hag and, as I was going down on
vacation in the not far future, would I take this hag with
me down to - I forget, Australia or New Zealand- and send him
up a solicitor. I think perhaps if you question him he will
probably remember this question, I don't know.

Q Well, Mr Rotan could not remember it and that is why I am
asking you. A. I do remember it quite well.

0 What happened next; did you take the money ? A, I am not
willing to swear that it was money, I never opened the hag I
promise, it was sealed, hut I took this rather heavy weight in
a hag and I took it to my superior Officer, who was Mr
Grimhle, and I told him what had heenrequested of me, and
MrGrimhle said to me "It is no function of yours as a Cadet
in this Service to go taking hags of money ahout with you
when you go on vacation. You are supposed to he recouperating,
and if the Banahan people wish to obtain a solicitor they
have only to come to me and the matter will he given every
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consideration" I think I am repeating the words correctly, hut,
you know, it is half a century ago. But I think those were
his v;ords, and I took the hag of money hack to Mr Rotan and I
hope he will agree that I gave it hack to himI

Q Xou said there -sas a psychological trauma

THE "VTCE-CHiHrOSLLOR: "^ust before that; when was this ? A, This
would have heen just towards the end of my period as Lands
Commissioner. That would have heen 1952 ahout March, if I
am correct in this; hut it would he round ahout that date.

Q So this was after the resumption ? A, Yes, my Lord.

MR MOWBEii.Y; There is just one other thing I wanted to ask you,
really. You started off your evidence with something ahout
the relationship between the Banahans and the Gilhertese.
Do you remember ? A, In prehistoric times, yes.

Q And a little later, ^id you a few years ago prepare a paper
ahout that ? A, I think a good deal of it is contained in a
paper on the Social Organisation of Banaha or Ocean Island,
Central Pacific, which was published in the journal of the
Polynesian Society in 1932. Is that the paper you had in
mind ?

Q No, I was thinking of a paper - not a published paper, hut one
which you prepared, I think, probably to help the Banahans
called the Relationship hetT^reen the Banahans and Cilhertese.

A. ih, that was a paper I prepared, I think, both for the Chief
Minister of the Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony and for
Mr Tahuke Rotan. I sent identical copies to them both.

Q Does it set out in greater detail your opinions and researches
on that matter ahout the relationship between the Banahans and
the Gilhertese ? a. Yes, that was my intention,

Q Would you mind if we looked at that to expand your evidence
ahout it ? A. I ha.ve no copy.

Q We will give you a copy. I had hettgr check, before his
Lordship looks at it, that this is the document you have
in mind. Is this the one you were thinking of^? (Document
handed to the witness) A. Yes, except that it says I am
a Lecturer in Pacific Stones"?

Q Well, that is just Mr Macdonald's hand-writing. It is
Pacific Studies.

THE 7ICE—CHiiNCELLOR; This is a dopy of a document you prepared;
is that ri^t ? A. Yes.

(Document put in and markedExhihit P.?)

MR MOWBRAY: I do not want to read the whole thing to you. Perhaps
we could refer to it later as a fuller expression of your
researches ahout this, hut perhaps I could just read to you
a couple of paragraphs starting at the beginning: "It is
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understood that the relationship between the Banabans and
Gilbertese was queried at the recent discussions in London" -
whichdiscussions would they have been, do you know ? In
1968 would it be ? A, I think so.

Q "... and that a single witness without professional qui.lifiC'-
ations, detailed knoi^ledge of the two communities, or expert
examination of the evidence, was called upon to testify on
the matter. It is not surprising, therefore, that the answer
allegedly provided was simplistic and inaccurate.

"The view that the Benabans were Gilbertese was indeed
uncritically accepted by myself during my early years of
residence in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony and it was
only after detailed study that it became apparent that, like
almost every community the world over, they in fact represented
a racial mixture, in w^ich the Gilbertese domponent was a
relatively recent overlay on a basically non-Gilbertese
stock; and that in any case the Banabans had never at any time
formed a part of the Gilbert Islands, whether geographically,
politically, or throu^ social cohesion.

"The question is, as indicated, a complicated one,
D necessitatips the consideration of_a number of historical,

linguistic, anatomical, archaeological, cultural and political
factors", and then you deal with those under various heads.
A, Tes. ^hen I said there it eas a "relatively redent overlay"
I did explain that by "recent" 5 meant 1650 AD.

Q Then you come to a conclusion on page 5« Bo you see the first
break on that page: "In this inter-locking world of the Gilbertet

E Ocean sland and the Banabans, situated far to the west, had
no part. Forgotten in Gilbertese tradition, uncrecorded in
the Gilbertese genealogies, it may be doubted if a single
Gilbert Islander was aware of the existence of the Banabans
at the time of their first contact with Eurpoeans. Ocean
Island was no more part of the Gilbert Islands than Greenland
was part of Norway a century or two after the Scandinavian
voyages had ceased. Like Nauru, it was a dead-ebd reached
by occasional driftaways from the Gilbert Islands, but from
^irhich there was no return. It would seem honest to recognise
that Ocwan Island was, in fact, incorporated as part of the
Gilbert Group solely by a unilateral decision on the part of
the British Government in 1900, subsequent to and consequent
on the discovery of lucrative deposits of phosphate on the
island". Tou say you sent that to both sides ? A, It seems
to be much the same, but there was one document which I did
in a hurry and ^""'asked to have withdrawn, and a second
document which B sent to Mr Tabuke last year, I think. Which
of these two it is I cannot tell. Perhaps Mr Tabuke will
be able to tell us which this is. It is just that some of
the statements seem rather hyperbolic, as it were, and more
categorical than I normally use as a historian in my
qualifications of every statement that I make. But by and

H large what you have read I do not think I would have any
quarrel with.
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THE VICE—CH/iNCELLOR: What was the approximate date on which you
wrote this document ? A. That is what I was questioning, my
Lord; whether it is the one that I sent last year or the one

that I did in 196? or 1968,

Q We know that it is after December, 1967, because you refer
to articles published in December, 1967. A, Yes; therefor®
it would be 1968 possibly.

Q Probably 1968 you think ? A, Or it may be the one last year,
which is the one I asked to supercede this one, which
certainly must be in your possession,

Q So it is either 1968 or 1975# A, Yes, VJhich of these it is
I do not know. But if it is the 1968 one it has been super-
ceded by further investigations and research by myself,

MR MOWBRiiY: It is the earlier one you have got in your hand.
A, Could we not have the later one ?

Q, Yes we can, but I do not think we have any copies. Let me put
this to you and then it can be marked as an exhibit as containing
your revised views, and then we can look at it later,
A. Pou will regard that it was a draft which, after further
investigations I wrote far more carefully. This is the draft
which was produced for Professor Davidson at his request, and
when I came to be asked to make a carefully formulated document

I superceded this thing, and I would not like to take an oath
to the accuracy of this. But if the second one is available —-

Q Let us hand you what I think is the second one t© see if you
think so too, (Document handed to the witness)^ A, Yes,
I 2?ecognise the word autochthones. '

THE VTCE-CHiiNCELLGR; It is also in the first one, the last
paragraph on the first page. So that second document is your

1975 refised version, is it ? A, 1975 i thinlc is the right
day, my Lord.

Q And that superceded the first one ?
for Professor Davidson.

ii 4 This was only a draft

THE VICE-CH/iHCELLOR: Then the second one had better be marked
P.7A. When it has been marked let it be delivered up to
Mr Mowbray who can arrange for copies to i e hade. Is that
the proper course, Mr Mowbray ?

MR M01//BRii.Y: Let it be delivered up to my instructing solicitor,
my Lord,

THE VICE-GH/i.NGELLOR: It will be delivered up to you and you can
see that xvhatever necessary is done,

ME MOWBRAY; So be it, my Lord. Those are all the questions I
want to ask, Professor Maude, thank you. A, You do not want
to ask me about the truth of any of this ?

Q Well, you have said that is your revised opinion and we have
got it and we will have copies and look at it later, if
necessary.
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MR YIRELOTT: I am aPraid I have not got copies of either the
first one orthe second one and I shall want some time to
consider them. I do not know that I will finish my re-
examination before the adjournment, hut if copies could he
handed to me as soon as they are available

THE VICE- OHiiNOELLOR: If the document is handed down now there
should he time to feet copies made quite speedily; there is
not an awful lot of it,

MR VTHELOTT: No, hut it is quite a lot to digest.

Re-examined by MR VINELOTT;

Q Professor Maude, you were asked some questions about a passage
in Mr Rotan's evidence and you were asked whether you agreed
with it, and you said, I recollect, you did not agree with
everything in it, I am going to ask you to look at that
passage again and say what you do not asa?ee with. It is Day
7 page 7, • A. Yes, starting at the bottom,

Q You are quite right, starting at H: "Now I am going to ask
you something different. When you came back from ttie Gilberts
in 1926 Mr Gpimble was the Resident Commissioner. How did you
think of Mr Grimble then ? (A) I think of him as I think of
Mr Elliot, the Resident Commissioner who looked after Banabans,

D and also that he is the one to look after the interests of the
Banabans, But something happened between us. This particular
thing came about over the acquiring by force, in a forceful
way, our 150 acres. Prom then on I looked upon him as one
who had betrayed the Banabans", First of all, do you think
that from then on, 1931j so long as Mr Grimble remained on
Ocean ^sland, Mr Rotan looked upon him as the one who had
betrayed the Banabans ? A, Do I look upon him as one ?

Q Do you think that from 1931 on, while Mr "^rimble remained on
the island, Mr Rotan regarded him as one who had betrayed
the Banabans ? A. That is what he says here, and that is
what would have been my opinibn, yes,

Q, What about the other Bananabs, Did they have the same
opinion ? A,The other Banabans! They were very upset
about the resumption in 1931, yes. Whether they regarded him
as a betrayer; it seems to me a very strong expression to
use. They were disappointed.

Q, What about the end of the 30's, do you think the attitude of
Mr Rotan was the same then ? A, This would be before the
war.

Q ^ust before the war. -li-. Towards Mr Grimble you mean ?

Q Yes. A. I do not think he has ever, so far as I know,
changed. Yes, it would hare been exactly the same,

Q What about the other Banabans ? A. I think many of them have
forgotten all about the thing by then. I do not think they
kept up what I might call their aninous against Mr Grimble
to the same tlxtent that Mr Rotan did, becauee, if I could
express the word, he appeared to have an idee fixe.
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Q, Do you think that idee fixe was an idee fixe in the mind of any
other Banahans to the same extent ? A, It could have heen,
hut I do not know, Mr Rotan was usually the Banahsm spokesman
and it was very hard, hut when 1 was on the Lands Commission
1 was really part of the Banahan community in a sense hut at
the later stage one felt less so. 1 was never in the same
touch with them,

Q, What ahout after the war in 19^7 ' A, His attitude towards
Mr Grimhle in 19^7j Mr Rotan's attitude ?

Q

Q

Q

Q

Yes, A, 1 do not remember him expressing any attitude towards
him in 19^47.

Let us go on to the next paragraph: "What do you say ahout
your power to hold on to your land after that happened ?

(A) 1 firmly helieve that in Britain (literally he said 'in
Britain') he would not do such a had thing to the Banahans,
It is because of this that 1 asked to come to see the Hi^'
Commissioner in Eiji, and also even to come as far as here,
because 1 felt that it could possibly he that it is only these
people who come out to our place that do these unfavourable
things to us, and our search and fi^t for the truth has
hrou^t us this far". A, That was a point which 1 felt was
a hit unfair, one of these points, because here he is saying
that he asked to come to see the Hi^ Commissioner, which is
perfectly true, hut it appears to he blaming Mr Grimhle
for that the fact that he was not able to see the Hi^
Commissioner, which is not in fact the case.

Why do you think it is unfair ? A, Well, because it waw
Sir Murchison Fletcher who said he was not to come down and
not Mr Grimhle.

Let us come on to the next one; "When the land was taken in
1930 did that affect your feelings ahout your power to hold
on to the land, or your authority to hold your land ?
(A) 1 think 1 have made it clear what was in my heart ahout
how we stood under the 1913 agreement. Under that 1913
agreement we had the freedom of choice whether to give our
land or not to give our land. Each landovraer had that right
to decide, 1 think that is freedom, as we know it. And this
was, of course, also in harmony with the one Britain sent
over, Mr Elliot, who arranged for this". Is there anything
in that passage you would like to comment on ? A, He is
expressing a common sort of view that 1 heard from other
Banahans generally.

G 0;l2^
"0 Then he goes on: "At that time the BPC, the company, stood

by itself, and the Government also stood by itself between
the company and the people. In 1930 the company was not
there - this is what Mr Rotan literally says; it has the
sense of - the company was not acting in any way, hut the
Governor was acting for the company and he did not allow us

H the freedom on our own land. From then on the Government has
killed our hearts, our freedom to decide over bur land. This
happened in 1930 and was repeated in 19'^7? and, alts, Ocean
Island is totally gone", What ahout that last sentence, "This
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happened in 1930 and was repeated in 19^7..." Would you
a'^ee with that ? A. No, "because it \iras an agreement entered
into between the Banaban people. If this was meant to be all
a criticism of Mr Grimble, it is scarcely anything to do with
him,

Q I do not thinh it is intended to be a criticism of Mr Grimble,
but what I want you to tell his Lordship is whether you agree
vALth Mr Rotan that what happened in 1930 was repeated in
I9A7 ? A. Oh no, it was a very different affair. I think
Mr Rotan has made a mistake there.

THE "VTCE-CHi'dTGELLOR: I think you must read the next sentence
aswell, where I think he explains.

MR "VINELOTT: I am going on to that, my Lord: "I knew from then
that even if I refused to sign authority has been given in
order that powers could be exercised to remove my land from
me. Of course, even then I have not stopopdd to complain".
What do you say about that ? A. I do not know what authprity
had been given that powers could be exercised to remove
my land from me"

THE VICE-CHjiiNCELLOR: Professor Maude, what I understood by what
Mr Rotan said then was this: that in 1930 the land was taken
by compulsion.. In 19^7 the land was not talcen by compul
sion butthey knew that compulsory powers existed and even if
they refused to sign the agreement it could be taken from
them by compulsion. That is the sense which I think Mr
Rotan was intending to convey. A. Tes, I thinlc this was at
the background there was always this threat.

MR "VTNELOTT: Do you think that was in the minds of the Banabans
in 19^7? that they feared the exercise of compglsory powers?
A. They never expressed it to me. I only wen^ there in
19^6 for a time and I kept away from these discussions.

Q But you know the Banabans - I was going to say as well as
anybody, but you Icnow them quite well. Can you express an
opinion about it ? A. They would have expressed their
oninion to Major Holland undoubtedly if they felt this
and would have asked if this was goinfe to happen to them,
and Major Holland would have reported it, in my opinion,
or before Major Holland Major Kennedy, because that was the
function of the Banaban Welfare Officer, to hear their
complaints and their fea¥s and apprehensions, and where he
could not deal with them himself, to refer them to the Hi^
Commissioner for help or reassurancej.-ifrom him. But in this
case^ so far as I am ax'\rare, neither Major Kennedy nor Major
Holland ever got in touch with the Hi^ Oommissioner and
asked whether such an event could take plade.

The "VICE-CHilNCELLOR: The Welfare Officer, then, xes to report
to the Hi^ Commissioner, not to the Resident Commissioner?
The Resident Oommissioner was in Tarawa. A, Tarawa, in
charge of the Gilbert and Eliice Island Colony.
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9,R VORELOTT: Ton saw them pretty shortly after Mr Maynard,
ahout a month or so. A, Yes.

Q, And you spent three days discussing the Ocean island settlement
question. A. Yes,

Q During the course of that period of discussion did you form
any impression as to whether in their meetings with Maynard
they had heen acting otherwise than freely ? A. Oh perfectly
freely with Mr Maynard, yes. They hd the idea at that partic
ular time of going hack to the boundary business of Oceem
Island and this is the matter v;hich they seemed to be very
interested in,

Q You were then asked by my learned friend some questions about
Sir Murchison Eletcher and his view that the minerals belonged
to the Crown and you said you doubted whether that was Mr
Grimble's vievr. A, Yes, I doubt it, but he had never discussed
it with me and I could not be sure on that point.

Q Then my friend went on to put a question I think in these
terms: he (that is Mr Grimble) was put in a difficult
position? and you answered "Yes". I just want you to try to
acplain to me what the difficult position was, or what the
difficulty was. A, I felt that Mr Grimble's difficult position
was that he had a great affection for the Banabans, he wanted
to do his very best for the Banabans, and I felt that the
Hi^ Commissioner was not altogether in s;mpathy with Mr
Grimble's efforts towards the Banaban peofle. So there he was,
getting blamed by the Banabans and blamed by the High Commis
sioner,

W You went on to tell my Lord that Mr Grimble thou^t that the
10-jd royalty that was fixed in 1931 was fair. A, So I
understood; he did indicate that to me, yes, that in his
opinion it was a fair deal,

VJhs that an opinion which he formed on his understanding that
the minerals belonged to the Banabans or on the alternative
basis that the Banabans had no minerals ? A. I am sorry, on
the alternative basis ?

Q Was that view of Mr Grimble' s that the royalty of 10-|d was
fair a view which he formed on the basis that, as he thou^t,
the minerals belonged to the Banabans, or was that wholly
on the basis of Sir Murchison Eletcher's view. Do you
follow me ? A, Oh, the first of those,

Q You were asked some questions about the normal channel of
communication Residdnt Commissioner to Secretary of State
and you said "The normal channel of communication, during
my time, was Resident 'Commissioner to hi^ Commissioner and
High Commissioner to Secretary of State". Do you remember
that ? A, Yes,

Q Can you just explain to me what you mean by "during my time".
Are you talking of your time as Resident Commissioner or
of your time with the Government ? A, I was at that time
thinking of my time as Resident Commissioner and how struck I
was by the courtesy of the Secretary of State in his conmun-
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ications witli me. But I did not find it, really, any different
when ^ was Secretary to Government and had to handle the
correspondence between the Hi^ Commissioner that came throu^
the Secretary of State to the Resident Commissioner.

Pou did not find it any different ? A. I did not find it a^
different to any greatextent. Occasionally peronsalities differ
ed in the way in which they phrased things, but, generally
speaking, it struck me that the Secretary of State was advising
rather than commanding, if I can express it in that way.

Q ^as that true of the whole of your time in Government, or
part only of that time ? A. I think it got more and more so
as time went on.

Xou told my Lord that the Banabans could have had a lawyer in
1947 and you told my Lord about an occasion in 1932 when the
Banabans, or Rotan, came to see you with a request to
instruct a lawyer. A, Yes.

Between 1932 and 19^7 the question of obtaining a lav/yer,
or seeing a laywer, come up again ? A. It came up again
throu^ Major Kennedy. He had a discussion with Rotan on
this question of a lawyer and suggested that if they purchased
the island of Wakawa they could move down to Fiji ^irhere they
would be able to obtain a lawyer. That is the only occasion
on x^rhich I recollect the lawyer business came mp.

When you were telling my Lord about the incident in 1932
when Rotan came to see you, you told him that he @.ve you a
bag of money, or a bag of something, and you went to see
Mr Grimble and you said Mr Trimble said to you "If the
Banabans want a solicitor they have only to come to me and
io will be given every consideration" and then you said you
gave the money back to Rotan. Gan__you tell my Lord, when
you gave the money back to Rotan did you tell him x^hat Mr
Grimble had told you ? A, Oh yes.

It was suggested by my learned friend that the Banabans in
19^7 Had little knowledge of world phosphate prices and I
think you agreed. A, Yes,

Did they have any opinion as to whether it was valuable or
not ? A. Whether phosphate was valuable ? Yes, they thought
phosphate was very valuable.

How valuable ? A, In monetary terms ? Ihey never expressed
it in monetary terms; they thought they were sitting on a
gold mine, that is all I could say.

We know that in 1928-30 £5 a car was a figure which was being
bandied around. A. Yes, This would be the people who had
been down on ships to Australia, I had net several of them
on these ships, and it is perfevtly true that they were crews
of the ships. One called Timothy travelled up with me in
1929 and he was taking a correspondence course in accountancy

in Melbourne in his spare time. These are the sort of people
who brou^t up these stories about how they saw bags of
phosphate being sold for £3. Unfortunately they had not taken
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into account rh.e cost of production and the transportation
and anything else,

Q, Was that a figure mentioned in 19^7 or 1946 ? A, Ro, I
never heard that,

Q That was earlier ? A, It would he difficult for me to hear
because I was only there such a short time and not dealing
with that question. It would he hrough-t up, I think, with
the Bmahan Welfare Officer if it had heen hrou^t up with
anybody, not to me,

Q ^ou were asked a question about the 1947 agreement, which is
in the PD bundle page 103. Tou have seen this. A. Yes.

Q lou see it is made between the Banaban landowners of Ocean
Island onthe one hand and the British Phosphate Commissioners
on the other ? A, Yes.

Q And if you turn over, you will see.it is signed by a number
of people, including Rotan, for the Banaban landowners of
Ocean Island of the other part. A, Yes.

Q Do you think that that list of persons represented all the
landowners who owned land in the area that was being disposed
of ? A, Do you mean were there any dissentients who did not
sign ?

Q No, Look at that list. You see a list of 21 names. Do you
think they were the only people who owned land in the area ?
A. Oh ho, I would not think so; they were signing on their
behalf.

Q On whose behalf, do you think ?
of the landowners.

A. I should say on behalf

THE "VICE—CHill^CELLOR; You have not forgotten clause 3 ?

MR VIRELOTT: I am much obliged, my Lord, (To the witness):
Look at clause 3, Professor, still on page 103. A, Yes,
that the phosphate land should be returned to the Banaban
Jandowners as soon as this can take place without inconvenience
or prejudice,

Q You have been asked quite a lot of questions about Banaban
custom and one of the answers you gave to my learned friend
yesterday was that when the Banahans talked of land being
owned or phosphate being ox'̂ rned by the community, that meant
the owners of the land on Ocean Island. A. The owners of
the land on Ocean Island, yes, and that land should be
returned to the owners.

Q When you talk of the community owning the land, do you
mean the people who were there at the time, or people who
are thereplus the peo;le who are going to own the land in
the future ? A, It is a continuing thing with land. It
neverends. It comes from the ancestors to the present
occupants of the land, to their chidren and their children's
children in perpetuity.
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THE VIGE-CHiiPrOELLOR: The difficulty about that, or a difficulty,
is you can hardly regard the phosphate on Ocean Island as being

owned partly by people who died centuries ago, partly by
those who are now living and own land, partly by those who
are living and do not own land at the moment but will in the
future and partly by generations of unborn people in the
future. I do not imagine "being owned by the Banaban community"
means being owned by all those dead, all those living and all
those yet to be bom" ? Or do you mean that ? A. I understand
it is going into a fund which is either going to be used for the
purpose of future people as well as the present, or else, in
the case of the Provident Funds, for instance, it will be used
for the purchase of fixed assets for them, which will be even
better for the future generations than the present generations.

Q I follow that. That is what is being paid for the phosphate.
Before there is any question of payment there is a question of
contracts being made for the sale of the phosphate and you
are being asked the question: "Now who owns this phosphate?
Who are the people with whom you have got to strike a bargain
for selling it to the Phosphate Commissioners?" If you say
"It is owned by the Banaban community", is that to say the
Banaban community means, not only those now living who own
land, butalso those now living who in due course will own
land, and also those who will be born in the future ? If that
is so, one then has great difficulty 3ti. deciding who is to
strike the bargain about the sale of the phosphate if that
is what is meant by "the Banaban community". A, Yes.

Q Do you follow the question ? A. I think I do, yes: as to
whether the entire population of Banaba should sign the document
of this nature, or only the particular landowners in the
part that is being sold.

MR VINELOTT: My Lord is pointing out i"^ is not just a question
of the entire population because there would be the unborn
as well. Perhaps we can get at it in this way; suppose that
the existing landowners at a particular moment of time of a
particular area of land are all adults. n your view, would
it be consistent with custom that they should dispose of the
ri^t to mine phosphate and divide the money up amongst
themselves without keeping any badk for futute generations ?

Would that be consistent with Banaban custom in 1931?
A. In 1931 ? That a few people could have alienated a
portion of Banaba without the rest of the Banaban people ?

Q Yes. A. Well, I realise the legal differences, but I do not
thinlc that the differences really exeriSised the Banabans at
the time. They seemed to regard it that the people who were
concerned in the new resumption of an area wnuld be the
people who normally would sign it. On the other hand, you
can see people who have signed these documents who have no
particular land in that area. I do not think this consideration
seems to have come into the concept. I do not remember it
ever being discussed. I hold no particular views on the subject
myself as to whether Banaban phosphate cannot be disposed of
bit by bit, as it were, but must all be disposed of at the
same time.

Q I am not sure I made my question clear.
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an individual who owns a piece of land. Would it he consistent
with ^anahan custon in 1951 for that owner to dispose of the
right to mine the entire phosphate on his land in exchange for
a payment that went to him alone ? A, No, I would not think
that would he consistent, no.

Q, Would that have heeh, from your Banahan experience again from
discussions in 1931> consistent with Banahan custom at an
earlier date, let us say in 1915 ? A, In 1915 i think it was
done. Whether it was consistent with Banahan custon in 1915
I would have grave douhts, hut I do recollect that on many
occasions when we were settling disputes we used to go ri^t
to these phosphate dug out areas and we would certainly come
across a piece of land which had not heen disposed of and was
standing up, as it were, in the middle of a pinnacled area
and was practically useless to the landowner, hut he did not
want to dispose of that particular piece of land for some
reason. But I do not think I learned of any custom . to tha
effect.

Q We seem to have reached this position, that in 1951, and
possibly in 1915 also, an individual Banahan could not
dispose of the phosphate on his land and take the proceeds
and put them in his own pocket, because that would he
inconsistent with Banahan custom. That is what I understand
you to say.

MR MOWBRilY: Ihis is not really proper re—examination.

MR VINELOTT; I am merely summarising what he has said.

THE VICE-GHANCELLOR: That is certainly how I under§stood it.
So far in this particular question I thou^t Mr inelott
was trying, in a single sentence, to say what he-had got
so far. There does not seem to he anything improper in
the question so far, hut all your ri^ts will he reserved
Mr Mowhray. Xou can put the question again at 2 o'clock,
Mr Vinelott.

(Adjourned for a short time)
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MR, VINELOTT; Professor Maude, you told ray Lord this raorning that in your
opinion it was inconsistent with native custom in 1931j and probably also
in 1913j that a man should dispose of all the phosphate on his land and
pocket the proceeds himself. A. Yes, I said that. I wonder if it is out-
of order if I say that all through the lunch hour I have been trying to
consider what I have been asked, because I have been rather muddled by this
question, due to my own obtuseness, I may add. I felt that it is all part
of a statement which I made about the Banabans having expressed that, they did
not consider after the 1931 resumption that the ownership of the phosphate
as a bxilk was inconsistent with this Banaban custom. But beyond that I
never went into what I call subtleties and theoretical points with them and
I find it rather difficult to try and inject into the mouths of the Banabans
what they thought on these sort of details, because I doubt if they have
those sort of analytical powers to be able to state these very important
legal questions like this. They certainly never discussed them with me in
any way. I wondered if it was right for me to give just the opinio'n of an
ordinary citizen on this subject.

Q We do not think of you as an ordinary citizen, if I may say so, but as a
Pacific historian and anthropologist with a great deal of experience in this
field. A. I do understand - but as there was no specific Banaban custom in
1900 which we registered on this subject, or a Banaban custom v^hich had fallen
into desuetude, which came under the second appendix, it is just an
expression of Banaban opinion, unofficial and not entirely unanimous, and if
you v;ere to ask me a point on any Banaban custom which is laid down in the
draft Ordinance I should be very glad to give an opinion on it. I did feel

D a bit incompetent lest I just give a sort of thing which I have never
thought out as to whether unborn children come into the picture and to what
extent. Certainly there is the general principle,which I stand by entirely
that a person should not get rid of his land to the detriment of future
generations except in accordance with the customs laid down and approved by
the lands settlement.

Q If under Banaban law a man cannot give away his land except in accordance
E with Ban£.ban custom, could he dispose of the entire phosphate above the coral

rock to the detriment of successors? A. I would not say that - he could do
so if it is going to go into a fund which is going to provide for his
people, but if it is going for instance to purchase land which future
generations will inherit that will be very much in accordance with equity
as the Banabans would see it.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR; I do not know if it would help. Professor Maude, or make
things worse if I separate two quite different things - very much connected
but quite different. The first is, who has the power to dispose of the
property? If you have a plot of one acre of land owned by A, a Banaban,
the first question is,who has power to make any disposition of the property?
Has A the power to do that or does the phosphate belong to the whole body of
the Banabans so that only the whole body of Banabans (whatever that means)
can dispose of it? The second question is, supposing A has the po^^fer to
dispose of it, what happens to the proceeds? Can he dispose of it and put
the whole of the proceeds in his pocket or can he dispose of it only if he
puts the proceeds safely somewhere so that those who come after him will get
the benefit of it as well? So there are two separate points; who can make
the disposition, who can strike the bargain? - that is the first point - and
secondly, what happens to the proceeds? Does it help if you separate those
two things? A. It does help, my Lord. I think the second one seems to me
to be rather easier to answer.
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Q You have more or less ansv/ered the seeond one by saying, "Yes, if there is
a sum set aside for those who come after and the proceeds go to the funds,
that is all right," you said. A. It seems to me in entire accord with
both Gilbertese and Banaban custom generally.

Q But then the first question, who can make the disposition?, you are
rather suggesting I think by the answer to your second question that
probably the landowner has the power. A. Yes, but I am very doubtful on
this score. I have never discussed this with the Banabans in those terms.

Q So there is just a gap, as it were, a complete absences of discussion?
A. Yes. I do appreciate this very much and yet if I were to say(a)or if I
were to say (b)it would only be an expression of personal opinion because
it is hardly a fixed native custom from time immemorial, is it, rny Lord?

THE VIGE-CHANCELLOR: It does not soimd like itI

MR. VINELOTT: Perhaps we can approach the first question in a slightly
different way. I wonder if this would help. We know that in 1913
individual landowners signed wha.t are called A and C and you know v;hat
are. A. A and C. deeds.

they

Q And we know that the royalty was to be paid to the Resident Commissioner
ex. '. applied for the benefit of the Banabans. When you were talking to the
Baaiabans in 1931

MR. MOVffiRAY: We do not quite say that,
for the Baiiaban landowners.

It was to be applied primarily

MR. VINELOTT: Applied for the benefit of Banabans or Banaban landowners - let
us leave that open. When you were talking to the Banabans in 1931 did they
regard that arrangement as being something within the powers of landowners
to concur in? Had there been any doubt about the effects of this
arrangement? A. Going back half a century, all I remember is that they
just generally said that the phosphate belonged to the people of Banaba, and
I mentioned the question of the resumption by which it seems to beteld and
those with whom I discussed it said that this seems to be perfectly in order
as far as they were concerned, this was not an issue which they were
fighting at the time. But the intricacies ... I can very distinctly
remember the question coming up as to whether people who did not at that
time (and there were very few) own phosphate within any phosphate area but
owned land on the periphery, say below the I70 contour - whether they
should be consulted on such matters, and the answer to that, as I
understood it, from those people that I spoke to, was, "Yes, we are all
Banabans." But we did not go into this legal business at all. I would
not have been competent really to go into legal points, although I fully
understand in a court of law like this how unfortunate it is.

Q I do not think I can pursue this beyond asking you one more question. Did
anyone at that time to your knowledge cast any doubt upon the validity or
effectiveness of the 1913 agreement - I mean any Banaban? A, They seemed
to be quite happy with the 1913= They felt over the 193I that they xirere
not getting the same say in the disposition of the royalties which they were
getting from the phosphate; rightly or wrongly they felt this rather
strongly. But in the 1913 one they felt that they really did have a say in
how this was going to be spent.

MR. VINELOTT: I am very happy if your Lordshipwould like to ask further
questions, but I do not think I can pursue it.
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THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: NOo Professor Maude, I quite understand your
difficulties, and of course you have been asked a very great many questions
about matters which at the time you obviously did not pursue with the
Banabans - you dicS^fBSk them all the questions that you have been asked in
this court. A. No.

not

Q And so if you di(yget those questions answered by the Banabans it is quite
right that you should not express views on things where you have no
information. I entirely understand your position. A. Thank you very
much, ray Lord.

MR. VINELOTT: I have very few more questions. Could you look at Bundle 39j
page 89. It is a bimdle you have seen already. On page 90 at paragraph
9 at the bottom it says: "Regarding royalties (whether new or already
invested in the royalty trust) the Banaban argues, as he has always done,
that all under surface ri^ts belong absolutely to the owners of the
surface rights and that the Government has no right to withhold his.
royalty payrnents, which should be paid to each individual landowner and
not diverted to communal use." You told my friend this morning ivhen he
read that passage to you that you thought it needed some qualification.
A. I felt I was being too categorical there. I should have put in not "as
he howt; always done". I did explain that this memorandum was written in a
period of three days and I am only relieved that there are not more
mi-takes of wording in it.

THE VICE-CHAITOELLOR; If one substituted "often" for "always" would that
convey the sense? A. Yes.

Q "The Banaban argues as he has often done that all the xmder surface rights" -
is that the sense of it? A. Or "as he has increasingly done".

MR. VINELOTT: How many Banabans in 19^7' put forward that argument? A. In 19^7
when we v;ere dealing with the matter?

Q Yes. A. Could I turn to my dispatch on the subject?

Q This is the dispatch on page 89 written on board the "Sydney Star". A.Yes.

MR. MDWBR/iY: Is it not at the bottom of that page?

MR. VINELOTT: Perhaps you would look at the bottom of page 90 where you say:
"A majority of the Banabans would accept a payment of 2d. per ton made to
the Provident Fund for the purchase and development of Rabi as their
cormiiunity home, since this was originally agreed to by the people, but an
increasing minority of the younger men would have this sina also divided up
and all development and other community expenses met from taxation."
A. That is what I was thinking of, actually, that it was the younger people,
and elsexvhere I think I have said that they had agreed that it might not be
in the benefit of future generations.

Q Look at paragraph 7*
was thinking of.

Have you looked at that? A. Yes, that is the one I

Q "These demands were admitted by the Banabans themselves to be based on self
interest and framed regardless of the welfare of succeeding generations.
The proposal as to the division of the capital in the landowners' fund is,
furthermore, contrary to Banaban customary law while those relating to the
royalty trusts and provident funds are in opposition to the policy hitherto
adopted by the Government of regarding royalties from under surface rights
as being the property of the community as a whole rather than the individual
owners of surface rights". A. Yes.
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Q Is it right that what you are recording here has changed since 1931?
A. Yes, that people were becoming more money conscious,and perhaps if I said
avaricious it would be too strong a word, but they were becoming more
conscious of the value of money.

Q Iflien would you date that change? After the war or before the war, so far
as you can saj'' now? A, i^y view is that it occurred when they came dovrn
to Eabi Island and entered a much more individualistic, competitive,
monetary- system vAiich e:cists in Fiji, but b_rely existed in the Gilberts,
but did to a certain extent on Ocean Island. But I think it is becoming
increasingly evident on Eabi Island today.

Q How xTidespread was this individualistic feeling in Eabi Island in 1947?
Was it the view universally held or by a minority or what? A. I was only
there for tliree days.

Q Of course. If you cannot answer the question ?
it statistically - not statistically in three daj^s.

A, I cannot ansvrar

Q Without giving a percentage or number, \TOUld you like to e:q?ress it in any
other way? A. I thinlc I have said that ny opinion is that the Banabans are
increasingly becoming an individualistic people based on a monetary econoEy
and that they were more so in 1947 than when they arrived in 1945 and I
wo'j.' 1. surmise from things that they are more so today than they were in
194'/ • I thinlc this is inevitable. I am not meaning to be derogatory to
them. It is the fact of life tlirough living in a community xdiich is so big.

THE VICE-CHAtirCELLOH; From tMs despatch aaad idiat you have said about it I get
this impression, and I want you to tell me whether it is ri^its first of all,
that the Banabans wore divided in their vioiirs. A. Yes.

P Second, that their vieira were more on e3q)resGion of what they thougiit ougjit
to be done than an ecqpression of what the binding Banaban customary law \\ras.
Is that right? A. Yes. I do not thinlc that the younger people thought
much about customary law a,t all.

Q And they v/ere expressing a viev; as to wliat they thouj^t ou^it to be done?
A. to be done in the fu'bure. They felt, for instance, on the question
of the land holders fmd that the money should be divided now because they
had new land on Ocean Island wMch could be left to their children and xdy
therefore should tMs stun of money - tMs was their general view, it was
becoming more towards the personal rather than towards the whole family
grouping and ancestors and the rest of it.

im. vmELOTTs ly Lord, I have no further questions except on one matter.
Tliis morning I was given a copy of a docximent that I would like to studjr a
little further before asking further questions in re-examination and if ry
friend would agree to that being deferred until tomorrow morning I should be
obliged.

M, LI01ffiE;:Js Yes.

THE YIGE-GH/lTCELLOEs Have copies been made of what I thinlc has been marked I).7?

IIR. IIOlffiEAYs Yes, I thinlc your Lordship has one.

THE YICE-CHAIICELLOE; I).7 was the original one and B.YA was the new one.

IlE. VniELOTT; Yes.

THE VICB-CHAlirCELLORs Professor Maude, vrLll it be convenient for you to come back
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tono3^row noming at 10,50 to deal with any questions on these tvro memoranda
on the relationship "between the Banahans and the Gil"bertese? Would you he
ahle to come hack tomorroxir morning? A. Yes, certainly my Lord.

THE "TICE-CH/IICELLOE; Very vrell, then, subject to that, thanlc you for coming to
give your evidence. You are now released subject to coming back tomorrov/
morning.

(Tlie witness withdrew.)
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ME VINELOTT: My Lord^ my next witness will be Mr Macdonald,

ME MOWBEAY: Subject to your Lordship's approval, the other Mr Macdonald will
cross-examine this witness.

THE VICE-CHAECELLOE: Very well.

ME PATEICK DONALD MCDONALD: Swvrn.

Examined by ME VINELOTT;

Q Mr Macdonald, you live in Fiji, I understand. Yes.

Q What is your address? A, I live on the outskirts of Suva, so you would
really have to give a box office number, GPO Box l4o4, Suva.

Q You are a CMG and GVO, is that right? A. Yes.

Q And you took a degree at Cambridge? A. Yes.

Q In 1930/51? A. No, 1928/32.

THE VICE-CHANCELLOE: You went up in 1928 and took your degree in 1932?
That is correct.

ME VIN'ELOTT: Your subjects, I believe, were history and anthropology, is
that right? A. History, geography and anthropolot.;;jr,Part I of each.

Q In 1932 you were appointed a cadet officer in the Gilbert and Ellice
Islands Colony? A, That is correct.

Q Have you made out a list of your appointments in Ocean Island?
A. I gave a list to the Treasury Solicitor this morning.

Q Is this it? (Document handed tothe witness). A. Yes.

(List of witness's appointments marked D.I7B).

Q Let us look at this. I see that you went to the Colony on l8th November,
1932. A. No, I was appointed then and I assumed duty in the Colony on
15th January, 1933*

Q It took you a couple of months to get there? A. Yes, in those days.

Q For six months you were attached to the Eesident Commissioner's
department? A. Correct.

Q As a cadet, I imagine. A. Yes, that is correct.

Q Then from February to March, 1933 15th June, 1933 you were Acting
Secretary to the Governor? A. That is correct.

Q Between March, 1933 aud 15th June, 1933 were you elsewhere in the colony?
A. No, I was still in the Eesident Commissioner's office in Ocean Island.

Q As a cadet? A. Yes.

Q So that is continuous service 15th January to -- what? A. To 15th
August.

Q Then you interpose a date. On 26th July you passed as a cadet - you passed
your cadet examination? A. Yes,
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Q On l6th August you became attached to the Department of District
Administration. That is on Ocean Island? A. Well, it could be, if you
were administrative officer, Ocean Island, but in fact the bulk of the
district administrations v/as in the Gilbert and Ellice and Line Islands,

Q From 31st August to 24th April, 1934, I see you go away from Ocean Island and
become Acting Administrative Officer, Northern Gilbert Islands District?
A. That is correct.

THE VIGE-CH^lNCELLOR: You assumed duty on Ocean Island on 15th January, 1933*
A. Correct,

Q And you stayed on Ocean Island in these different capacities, was that it?
A. Yes,

Q Still on Ocean Island until you became noting Administrative Officer for
Northern? A. Yes.

Q So until 31st August, 1933i you were still on Ocean Island?
A. The 15th, because I left on the l6th to go to the Gilbert Islands
and the period between the l6th and the 31st August I was travelling.

Q So it was Ocean Island from January to August, 1933? A. That is correct.

ME •• MTELOTT: Until April, 1934, you were Acting Adrainstrative Officer,
Northern Gilberts, and during that time, 26th January, 1934, you were
Deputy Commissioner for the Western Pacific? A. That is correct.

Q From 29th April to 4th October, 1934, you are back on Ocean Island as an
Acting Administrative Officer, and then from October to April, 19351 Acting
Administrative Officer, Ellice Island District, and May, 1935 to April,
1936 back on Ocean Island as Acting Secretary to the Governor and Acting
Administrative Officer, Ocean Island? A. That is correct,

2.30.
Q During that period you passed your higher standard examination in

Gilbertese. Ao That is correct.

Q In January, 1936, again during the same period, you were appointed
Administrative Officer? A. Yes.

Q Then in April, 1936 until May, 1937 you come back to the United Kingdom.
From May, 1937 to June, 1937 you are at Suva in the High Commission office.
Ac That is correct.

Q You remained at Tarawa from June, 1937 until September, 1937 and in Septem
ber, 1937 you come back as Administrative Officer, Ocean Island?
A. That is correct.

Q You stay there until May, 1938, and in part of that time, January, 1938
to January, 1939 you were Acting Secretary to the Governor. A. That is
correct.

Q It overlaps? A. Yes.

Q That is still on Ocean Island? A. Yes.

Q In July, 1938, you are appointed a Member of the Board of Examiners in
jj Gilbertese. In February there is a change. You move from Ocean Island

and stay there till September, 1939, and then you move from there in Octtober,
1939, to the High Commission in . In August, 1940 you are at the
High Commission as Assistant Secretary. In 1942 you go to Trinidad and
Tobago and stay there until May, 1945• From February, 1946 you are
Assistant Colonial Secretary, Inol949 you have a stretch of leave
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in the United Kingdom and then from 1949 to 1957 you become Colonial
Secretary of the Leeward Islands and from 1957 to I966 you are Colonial
Secretary of Fiji? A, That is correct,

Q, It seems that before the war, from 1935 until 1940, you spent the bulk of
your time on Ocean Island? A, Yes, more time than I spent in the
districts. I have not added it up, but there were just two periods in
the Northern Gilberts and the Ellice Islands and a short period in
Fanning Island.

Q, I have not added it up either, but it seems to me, running through this,
that the bulk of your time, more than half, was spent on Ocean Island.
A. Yes.

THE VICF—CHAircELLORs Can I see if I have it right. It looks to me as if
you had four periods on Ocean Island. The first was January to July,
1953* Is that right? A. January to 15th August.

Q Then secondly, April to October, 1934- 4. That is correct,

Q Thirdly, May, 1935 to April, 1936? A. That is correct,

Q, Ard lastly, September, 1937 to January, 1939? A. That is correct,

MR VlNELOTTs During the war you were at Trinidad and Tobago, but after the
you spent the bulk of your time in Fiji, except for a period 1949

to 1957 ill the Leeward Islands, A. Yes,

Q, Going back to your pre-war experiences, did you on Ocean Island have any
close contact with the Banabans? A. More so when I was Acting
Administrative Officer than when I was Secretary to the Governor, although
during the periods when I was Secretary to the Go^anaor I also had some
contact with them, but for tvro of the periods of course I was doing the
two jobs conjointly, so I had quite a lot of contact,

Q, ¥hat sort of job did you have to do as between the Banabans and yourself?
A. On Ocean Island, as on all the islands in the colony, there is a
native government which a ministered the code of native laws, and one had
to sit with that court very often - for example, to hear appeals against
sentences, to hear divorce cases and othej: matters of a judicial nature
that came up before the native government. That was one aspectof the
matter. The other aspect of one's work primarily was that one attended
meetings which were asked for by the Banaban community to discuss matters
with which they were concerned - their funds, education, drought relief,
hospital facilities - an almost endless variety of subjects which might
be brought up. These were purely informal meetings, usually held in the
maneaba or meeting houses, particularly in Tabiang village, which was
cToseTo the Government station, and they might last several hours.
They were not at any fixed dates, they were just held when it was felt
there were some subjects which could usefully be discussed.

Q, Did you discuss money matters with them? A. Yes.

Q, What sort of matters came up? A. Again, with the native scribe, who
was responsible for payments to government funds as far as the native
government was concerned, but naturally at the other meetings \^ith the
Banaban community the question of Baaiaban funds would almost invariably
come up in some form or another.

What sort of points came up for discussion?
Banaban funds?
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Q Yes, A, Oh, almost everything - how their ftmds were invested, how much
they had got in the hank, the division of the finds, the amounts of moneys
in the different funds - almost any subject,

Q Can you remember any particular occ5.sion in the 1950's when you had a more
detailed discussion than usual? A, There was one occasion I remember

in 1935 when - I am not a teacher, but - I borrowed a blackboard and easel
from the Banaban school and we had a long discussion about Banaban funds
and I demonstrated on the blackboard the various funds and how much money
there was in each and what was happening to them and how they were growing,
and so on,

Q In these discussions did the history of negotiations for phosphate and the
resumption in 1931 come up? A, The history of negotiations almost
invariably came up, yes, in one form or another. I thinle in any meeting
with Banabans one usually gets back to Banaban funds before one has
finished,

Q, What about the resumption? Did that come up - what had been called the
resumption? A, I could not say off-hand precisely what points came up
at any particular tim.e, but it was more reminiscing than anything else,
but what they were primarily worried about I think at that time was there
had of course been the world depression in 1929/31» and I think they were
. :cried as to the safety of their funds and what was happening to them
./I whether they were increasing as they should and that sort of thing -

they were more worried a,bout the future than the past,

D ^ Was there any bitterness about the resumption? Was there any ill-feeling
at that time? A, Wo, I cannot say that I recall any, I was always
treated with the greatest courtesy by the Banabans at these meetings.
They were tough bar.-Tainers and tough spokesmen, but no, I cannot recall
any bitterness. Plenty of argumentation and debate, but that was all,

Q, Did you know Mr Eotan Tito at that time? A, Yes, He was not a member
of the native government there. I cannot recall my actual first meetiig

E v7ith him, but it would certainly be in 1933> because he captained the
Banaban cricket side and I captained the Government one,

Q, Did you have anything to do with the negotiations in 1940 about the
aoqulaltion of other lands? A, No, in 1940 I was serving in the
Western Pacific High Commission,

Q, Land matters, questions of title and ov/nership and customary rights?
have yoTU any experience or knowledge about that? A, Wo, I might
have done, but when I went to Ocean Island the Lands Commission under
Professor Maiide had been concluded only about a year previously, the
registration of lands and the demarcation of boundaries and all that,
and so I had nothing to do with it then,

Q You have told my Lord that after the war you came back from Trinidad and
Tobago. A, 1946, February,

Q, And you did not go back to Ocean Island or the Gilberts, ybu went to Suva,
A. Yes, I became an officer of the Fiji Government then, which was quite
distinct of course from the Western Pacific High Commission,

Q, Do you remember or do you know anything about the acquisition of Eabi
before the war? A., Wo, I have seen the correspondence on it,

Q But no persona,l knowledge. A, Wo,

Q, In the post-war period did you visit Rabi at all? A, Yes, indeed, I
visited Rabi from the 26th to the 29th June, I946 and the 7th to 13th
May, 1947 ill company with Professor Maude,
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Q The second occasion, ve know. Professor Maude has told us, was to do with
the statement of intentions of the Government with regard to the Bsinabans,
A, That is correct,

Q, Vdien you savj the Banabans in 1947 what v;as their physical state, the state
of their physical and mental health? A, I v;oiild have said they were
physically and psychologically very fit.

Q, What about 1946, yourfirst visit? VJhat was the situation then?
A, No, they certainly were not - I would not describe them as that in
June, 1946. They were, I would say,arather dispirited community that had
lost its way and did not Icnow where it was going, particularly the older
people? I thiiik less so with the young people, but with the older people
I think there was a good deal of homesickness about it - homesickness for
Ocean Island,

Q, In 1946? A, Yes, homesickness for Ocean Island amongst the older people,

Q, ¥hat about 1947? A. No, the atmosphere was entirely different,

Q, Did you receive any reports in your official capacity about the state of
the Banabans between your two visits? A, Yes, There was a handing-
ov r report from ]Mr Kennedy in August, I946, There was a report by the

isional Commissioner, Northern Division, in December, I946, He had
also made one in December, 1945 too, the Divisional Commissioner,

Q, Is t^his the 1946 report? (Document handed to the witness),
lyfy- Lord, these documents have been disclosed. There are copies available,

MR MACDONALDs Perhaps my friend would indicate whether that is one of the
documents in Bundle 55* All the subsequent documents which relate either
to this witness or to Mr Maude v;e understood had been included in Bundle 55,

MR VINELOTT: I am instructed that two documents which this witness brought
with him from the Fiji archives were handed over, or copies v/ere handed
over, on his ariival in this country two weeks ago,

MR MACDONALDs If my friend would show me the document I can tell him whether
we have seen it,

MR VINELOTTs Yes, There is, I think, nothing controversial about it,

MR MACDONALDs I think t ds one is indeed in Bundle 55-

THE VICE-CHANCELLORs What is the date of it?

MR VINELOTTg December, I946,

MR MACDONALDs We have certainly seen this one,

THE VICE-CHANCELLORg According to thetable of contents there does not seem
to be anything of that date in Bundle 55,

(Extract from Monthly Letter, December
1946 marked Exhibit D,l"^«

MR VINELOTT § Does it start off with pa^ragraph 37 ~ being an extract from
the Monthly Letter fromthe District Commissioner, Northern, for December,
1946 - was that Mr Windrum? A, Yes,

Q, In paragraph 38 there are some detailed comments and in the middle of the
page there is a passage sayings "L§.ws and local regulations for the Banaban
People, Our discussions touched on how far Fijian (Native) regulations
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could te followed and incorporated, or made to fit in with existing and
proposed Eanahan lawr. and regulatxns. Questions involving the efficient
and successful settlement of the Banahans were also considered,"

In paragraph 40 it sayss "I am pleased to record thatpractically the
whole of the refugee camp of army tents has disappeared. Some of these
tents have been taken away and erected temporarily in the nev/ settlements,
but in most instances houses of native construction and design have beeai
built, including such commionity places as churches and council houses,
(41) The type and construction of the Banaban houses is much neater than
those of the Pijians, and are adequate for normal weather conditions.
They appear, however, to be too flimsy for winds of gale and hurrica,n force
and I should think they would not be dry during the periods when rains
driven b heavy winds are experienced, (42) Sanitation had improved
throughout the settlement. (45) Paths and small footbridges had been
ocn!.'''rjcted between settlements making communication betvjeen them pleasant,
convenient and quick, (44) Everywhere I visited there were signs of
something being done, although the lack of building mate.rials, as
experienced in other parts of the colony, is causing delays in development
work, (45) I hid not sense, at any time during my visit, the tenseness
and sullenness that I had experienced on previous visits, but rather an
atmosphere of contentment and purpose,"

Then in paragraph 46 there is a commendation of Major Holland,
, •, how far does that report accord with your experience on your two

visits? A. This was precisely midway between our two visits, June, 1946
and May, 1947.

Q How does it accord with what you found when you got there in 1947?
A, How does it accord? - Prom the visit in 1947 I would have expected

this sort of thing to be happening in December, 1946,

Q Thank you,

TEE VICE-CHAITCELLOEs I do not quite know what paragraph 46 means. It is
capable of being read as a criticism of Major Holland.
A. I think I can explain that, l/dien Mr Vindrimi visited Eabi before,
particularly during his visit in June, v;hich was just before Professor
Maude and I visited Eabi, he found t ings in a very difficult state -
he had had reports from the police that there was trouble on Eabi and one
thing and another, and it was not long before, only a fortnight or so
before, we had to get rid of Major Kennedy from the Island, and I think
they just did not get on together5 I think there was a personality clash.

Q There v/as not a change in the behaviour of 14ajor Holland? A, No,
what he means is it was a relief to meet Major Holland in contrast to
Mr Kennedy, though it may not be very clearly put,

MR VINSLOTTs There had been a change of Banaban adviser? A, Yes.

Q Your next visit was in May, 1947, to discuss the statement of intentions?
A. That is correct.

Q Did you take the document with you or was it drafted there?
A. No, we took the statement of intentions with us,

Q How were thoseproceedings opened? A. The meeting at which the sta.ement
of intentions was discussed?

Q, Yes. A. A few copies of the statement which had been prepared were laid
on the table and then I think Professor Maude made a speech saying how
glad we were to visit them and that we were glad to see them fitter,
healthier, more enjoying life on Eabi. Then I think - I am sure - there
v/as a speech in reply, probably given by Rotan, but I cannot be absolutely
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Examined,

positive on that point, and then we started the negotiations,

Q, What was the course of those negotiations, how were they ?
A. How were they conducted?

Q Yes, A, Well, we took each clause of the statement one "by one

and discussed it at tremendous length. All the discussions toek three

whole days, with only very brief breaks for meals. They were all

conducted in the vernacular, Gilbertese, although there was an interpreter

there present - the Government interpreter,- I can remember cert^iin

aspects of the discussions, but not every detail naturally, becau.".e they

went on for so long and were in a foreign language. But they wen': on for

three days and they were rather exhausting,

Q, We know that they ended up with a secret ballot. A. That is right, yes,

Q, T the course of those discussions, was anything said about Rabi being

sold? A. Yes,

Q, Can you remember what that was? A. Mr ifeude made a statement - I

cannot remember exactly vjhat he said now, but it was to the effect that -

of course, the ballot was to decide whether the Banabans wished to make

Rabi their homeland or not, and the statement which hlr Maude made was to

the effect that they had nov; seen Rabi, tl.ey had lived there for a while

and if they did not like it there would be no difficulty in selling it

agcdn, but in two sections of the statement of intention and repeatedly

throughout the me.ting Professor Maude made it absolutely crystal clear

that there was no question whatever of the Bai.abans losing Rabi if they

went to Ocean Island, either temporarily or permanently, arifl vice versa,

that there was no question of them losing Ocean Isl.and if they decided

to stay on Rabi,
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Examined:

3.00

Q I v;onder if you would just repeat that. You said there
would he no question of losing Ocean Island if they decided
to stay on Eahi ? A. Yes - not heing able to go to Ocean
Islajid, I should have said.

Q, Was ansrfching said about their losing Eabi if theywent to
B Ocean Island ? A. Yes, that was the tenor of Mr Maude's

statement that they would not lose Rabi if they went to Ocean
either temporarily or permanently, and that was in accordance
with our instructions, which had the approval of the Secretary
of State, I may say.

Q, Erom your experience of the Banabans and your experience in
Colonial Service would you tell my Lord whether your impression
at that time was that the Banabans were capable of entering
into this sort of discussion and understanding what the issues
were and coming to a decision ? A. Oh, I think so, because
in the discussions - and your Lordship has seen the documents,
I imagine - as I say, the discussions lasted three whole days
and Mr Maude made it clear in his printed report of the 2nd
September, 19^5 that each item was argued over endlessly and

T) repetitively until I think everybody was exhausted and quite
glad to resort to the secret ballot.

Q My friend reminds me that you referred to the report just a'
moment ago of Mr Maude. Did you mean the despatch ? A, Mo,'
I meant Mr Maude's printed report of the 2nd September, 19-^,
which is in one of the bundles.

Q That was before the meeting. A, The report on Banaban Bunds
and their future, yes, because that dealt with the future of
Rabi and there was a recommendation in it saying that if the
Banabans did go back to Ocean Island Rabi was nottbbe sold
but it was to be operated by the Hi^ Commissioner until
such time as the phosphate deposits were exhausted or until
the Banabans should decide to return to Rabi, and that was
approved by the Secretary of State.

Q At this time were the Banabans, in your view, intellectually
capable of understanding what was being discussed and forming
a judgment ? A. Oh yes; that I have no doubt about
that whatever.

Q Were they capable people, the Banabans ? A, Oh yes, and
very tou^ bargainers too.

Q During the series of meetings was anything said about the
earlier visit of Mr Maynard ? Was anything said about the BPO ?
A. Which do youcall the earlier visit, the one in 19^6 ?

Q The one which had taken place just before ? A. It is very
difficult to say with three days of discussion in the

H vernacular. My recollection is that it was not raised, but
our instructions were that if it had been we were to stick
to our brief, which was simply to discuss with the Banabans
the question of their future and if it had been raised we
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Examined:

should have had to havo replied to them along those lines.

MR MiiGDONiiLD; I am sorry to interrupt, the witness has referred
to approval "by the Secretary of State and, of course, the
written instructions which he received. I wonder whether
they could he produced, hefause they are not in the bundles.

MR VIRELOTT: Have you got those ? A, Ho. When H said approval
hy the Secretary of State, the Secretary of State had approved

B that the negotiations with the Banahans should take the form'
of negotiations mn the recommendations in Mr Maude's memoran
dum. Bhere is a telegram from the Secretary of State giving
the go-ahead for that.

Q, You have seen some of the very large number of bundles we
have. Is that in any of the bundles ? A. I could not say.
I am speaking from memory. I remember seeing the telegram.•

Q We will see if we can find it in the bundles. You were in
court when Professor Maude gave evidence ? A. Yes.

Q And you have read the trasncriptsof Mr Rotan's evidence,
have you ? A, I am sorryI

T) Q Have you read the transcripts of Mr Rotan's evidence ?
A, Evidence-in-chief, yes, I have seen it.

E

Q And cross-examination ? A, Yes.

Q May the witness have Day 8, and would you look at page 3.
Mr Rotan is being examined by Mr Mowbray about a report of

i • ^ I _ /^i_ • rt 1- — ^ ID jt •a meeting when the Chief Secretary went to Rabi, Can you
remember that, I think in 19*^9 A, Yes, January, 19^9.

Q At the top of page 3 a passage is read to Mr Rotan: "I W3.nt to
ask you first about paragraph 4. Your Lordship has not seen
this, so perhaps I could read it to your Lordship: 'First
unpleasant incident. Hi^ Commissioner most displeased and
disturbed. Matter must be put right.' A few weeks ago
at Island Council Hotan accused Maude, Macdonald and Holland
of ccarrying through Statement of Intentions as trap to bind
necks of Banabans. Bad words for anybody to use of officers
who have done so muchfor Banabans; much worse for man in
position of Rotan. Rotan has apologised to Holland but
offending words were uttered in Council and apology and withdrawal
must now be made. Chairman cannot say one thing in one place
and another in another place. His Excellency expects this.
After some attempt at equivocation, Rotan withdraws and
apologises. He expresses a wish alsoj if ever this is possible,
to say he is sorry in person to the Hx^ Commissioner, Mr
Maude and Mr Macdonald". First of all, was there anything in
the statement of intentions or the discussions you had which
y0u would describe as binding the necks of the Banabans ?
A, No, I do not honestly think so. In Mr Maude's despatch
to the Hi^ Commissioner forwarding the statement of intentions

H he says - and I agree with him - that the Banabans were surprised
at the liberality of the proposals put tb. them, and I would
share that view, I think that the proposals that were put to
them were the most favourable that could have been put to them
at that stage in time.
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Examined;

Q Looking Lack, do you tkink any BanaLan was under the impression
that he was "being forced and coerced in any way ? A. ^ find
it very difficult to "believe that.

Q Now will you turn to page 5: "(Q) Nas thatpaper the statement
of intentions ? (A) That is what I remember of it, yes.
(Q) What did you say when Najor Holland said that the statement
of intentions prevented you from raising these points ?
(A) I was angry when Major Holland told me this and I replied

'Is that the paper "by which the neck of the Banahans would he
tied; is that the paper that would prevent the Banahans
raising any matters at all?" Then Major Holland said 'Don't
you know that those are the words of Mr Maude and Mr Macdonaid
in that paper?", and he was angry and he said he would write^ to
Eiji to the Hi^ Commissioner and also to Mr Maude in London.
(Q; l^/hat did you say to that ? (A) When I saw him in great
anger I apologised to him and told him that I did not intend it
to make him angry, hut that I would come to Fiji and tell Mr
Macdonald ahout this and would also apologise to him,
(Q) Did you think that Mr Maude or Mr Macdonald had tried to
deceive the ^anahans ? (A) I did not know of their having
deceived the Banahans, I believed them in all our discussions
inconiiection with the interests of the Banahans. (Q) Just to
make that ansx'^er clear: are you saying you do not consider
that Mr Maude and Mr Macdonald deceived you ? (A) No, I do
not say that. (Q) ^id you see Mr Macdonald later on in
Suva ? (A) Yes. -After that I went to Suva and I went tosee
him in his house and apologised to him ahout the words I had
rhised in my discussion with Majgr Holland. Mr Macdonald told
me 'I have read ahout it. Forget ahout it; if I was really
hurt I would have raised this matter with you'".

E MR MiiCDOBiLLD: The cross-examination ahout this is on Day 11.

ME •\nNELOTT: Thank you veiy much. Would you look at Day 11,
page S". I read this passage again to Mr Rotan and just
above ^ T say: (Q) And you were asked whether afterv^rards you
saw Mr Macdonald^in Suva. (A) Yes, that is true. (Q) I am
going to ask Mr lofinga to translate to you a question that
was asked and your answer to it", and then I read the passage
which 1 have just read to you, and then I say: "Mr Macdonald
is in London. He has read this question and answer in the
transcript i^d he says that you did not come and apologise
and that this conversation never took place. (A) I am sorry,
I have told the truth. I have sworn on the hihle. I have
gone to Suva and I saw Mr Macdonald. I have seen him, he and
I met. If Mr Macdonald says that I did not go to see him,
then maybe he has forgotten hut I actually have gone to see
him. It is a long time ago, probably 1950, I960, 1970 and
I think he has forgotten", A. What are the last few words
of that ?

Q I think we altered them.

THE "WECE-6H:/.NGELL0R: The version I have ' got is "He had got a
H lot of work and it is a long time ago, and I think he has'

forgotten". In plade of the words "he is probably 50, 50,
70" I have written "it is a long time ago'.'
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MR VIRELOTT; Do you see that ? A, Tes, I understand it now,
I did not understand it "before, I thou^t he was thinking
a"bout my age,

Q, Can you tell myLord, did Mr Rotan come and see you and make
an apology ? A, I have met Rotan a number of times over
the years and he has "been, to the "best of my recollection,
twice to my house during those years, "but I regret tohave to
say that he has never apologised to me and never withdrawn
those allegations.

Q Where were you in 1950 ? A, In 1950 I was in the West
Indies. I left Eiji for the West Indies in July, 19^9-

Q

And you were there how long ?
Ei^i on the 27th Septem"ber, 1957

Eigb-t years; I got "back to

When did you first learn that this allegation had "been made
"by Rotan ? A. When did I first hear of it ? I first became
aware of them in mid-September, to the best of my recollection,
last year,

Q ''ow did that come about ? A, I received a letter from
Professor Maude telling me of them, and he had become aware of
them because he had come across a telegram on the subject in
Oapt. Holland's papers which Oapt, Holland had bequeathed to
him, as he mentioned yesterday,

Q Did you find this telegram in the BPC archives ? A. Yes.

Did you bring a copy with you ? A, Yes,

MR "VTRELOTT; My Loid., this is another document which is not in
the bundle,

(Telegram put in and marked Exhibit D,18/i.)

Q This is a telegram to the Chief Secretary, Western Pacific
High Commission, from Major Holland, on the 20th October, 19^8,
"On 4-th October during meeting of Island Council, and in my
presence, Rotan, the Chairman, stated that Maude and Macdonald
had carried throu^ the statement of intentions hastily as
a trap to bind the necks of the Banabans. As there was no
context, meaning was beyond doubt and words were repeated a
few minutes later. I was included in the accusation, Rotan
has since denied using the phrase 'as a trap' but acknowledges
the remainder.

"I informed the Council and Rotan at the time that his
statement must be withdrawn and apologised for by him in
writing. Two days later Rotan expressed regret to me for the
words used and promised to follow this with the written'apology
desired. He then accepted my offer to draft the letter, with

the phrase quoted above excluded. Draft translated and handed to
him but^request made by him for time. We have met several
tines since, but on each occasion Rotan has testified his

j:j inability to make written acknowledgement on grounds of
conscience. I feel unjustified in waiting longer, without
submission of matter to you". Do you regard that as a
serious accusation ? A, Yes, I do.
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Q If Mr Rotan came to you and told you that he apologised do
you think you would remember ? A, Yes, indeed I should have
remembered, because if he h^d come I should have said "Well,
this is the first I have heard of it. What on earth is all
this about, you will have to explain it to me".

Do you think A, Escuse me, that is if he had come
before mid-November when I returned to Fiji last year.

Q, Do you think if he had come and made an apology you would
have accepted it without a written apology ? A, No, I should
not. The first thing I should have done would be to ask
him to commit it to writing, because that telegram D,18/i was
on the files in the Hi^ Commission's office and it is dated
19^8 and under the rules of archives this is going to be
open to searchers from 1978? an^ this slur on the reputation
of Professor Naude and myself will be there in the files.
Unfortunately there is a certain type of researcher which
engoys finding these sort of criticisms and writing them up.
So I would asked certainly for a statement in writing and then
handed it to the archivist so that he could put it in the
file. I am very proud of my 39 years' service in the Colonial
i-ervice and, as far as I know, this is the only sort of
accusation that has ever been made against me by native people.

Q I want to come back to 19^7» We have seen in the bundles and
heard in Professor Maude's evidence of the instruction that
Major Holland and Professor Maude later should keep out of
the negotiations with BPC, A. Yes.

MR MACDONilLD: My friend says it appears fromthe bundles of
documents that this witness. Professor Maude and Major
Holland were told to keep out of the discussions. I readily
recollect the evidence about Major Holland, but unless my
friend calls my attention to it, I do not recollect any
references to Professor Maude and this witness.

THE YICE-CHii.NCELLOR: Mr Macdonald, if you are suggesting that
Mr Vinelott was asking a misleading question, then of course
you would be ri^t to intervene at that stage, but if you

are not suggesting that but you would like to have this
information later on, then I think he should be entitled to
ask his qurstion.

MR MiiCDONiiiD; I think I was objeating to the way my friend
phrased the question and I thou^t he mi^t wish to have an
opportunity of reconsidering it.

THE "VICE-CHANCELLOR: Now, Mr ^inelott. Major Holland is admitted,
the other two are questioned.

MR YINELOTT: You have seen references in the bundle of documents
to Major Holland not being allowed to take part in the
discussion ? A, Not what ?

Q Not taking part in the discussions. A. Yes, I have.

Q Professor Maude has told my Lord, and I think you told my
Lord, that you understood when you went to Rabi in May, 19^7?
that you were not to get involved in discussions about it.
Is that correct ? A. The discussions including the land
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discussions, yes.

Q Do you think, with your experience, that that vjas a sensible
course for the Government to take t A, ^t is very difficult
to say what one would have done if one had "been in the position
of the writer, hut I think "yes", it was a sensible course.
After what one mi^t call the Grimble debacle in 1930-31 and
the fact that negotiations had been amicably concluded in
19'4-0, and the fact that the Banabans were eager when Mr
Maynard visited Rabi in March, 19'^6, to conclude the negotiations
about lands, and obviously as quickly as possible, I thinlc
it was probably the right decision, because the writer obviously
feared that if the presence of another Government Officer was
introduced into the negotiations you mi^t conceivably have a
repetition of 1930-31•

^ere was also a further point, I think, and that was that
Holland, I think it is fair to say, was liked and trusted by
the Banaban community. He had certainly made a great success
of the settlement after taking over from Major Kennedy, and" i
I think the writer probably felt that Holland was probably^^r
Banaban Adviser as they were likely to get and that he probably
had advised them in fact. Major Holland had said in a tele-^
gram dated the 4th Eebruary, I think, that'the Banabans
agreed, and in his opinion most ^asonably, that they should
conduct the negotiations for an independent settlement on
their own; and to have sent that telegram I assume he must
have had some discussions with the Banabans. The letter forbiddinf
him to participate in the discussions is dated, I think, the
25th March, which he would not have got until the end of
March, so there was that period between the 4th February
and the end of March when he could also have discussed matters
with the Banabans. Whether he did so I have no means of
knowing, of course.

THE VIGE-GHAHCELLOR: Tou used an expression at the beginning
of that answer, "After the Grimble debacle in 1936-31",
What were you referring to there ? A, Well, I was not in
the Gilbert and Ellico Islands in those years, my Lord, but
I have always u dorstood from discussions with Professor
Maude and others that Mr Grimble allowed himself to get very
deeply emotionally involved as a result of the negotiations
that transpired at that time. Others mi^t not have become

Q

so emotionally involved, but, of course, that was due to
Be 'his friendship for the Banabans over 12 years and, I suppose,

partly because they were enclined to accept his advice.

What was the debacle ? A. Well, the fact that, as
Professor Maude was telling your Lordship this morning, the
Banabans were very disappointed and upset, I think were the
words he used, and it was a traumatic experience for them.

Q By the resumption. A, Yes, by everything Grimble did at that
time.

Q Everything 'he did, and was the final blow the use of
compulsion ? a. I could not say, my Lord, I v/as not in
the Golony then.
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Q i still do not know what you had in mind when you used the
expression "Grimhle dehacle". A, I thinlc there is also the
point that vihat happened then possibly caused the mistrust
of Government for a while amongst the Banabans. I say

"Possibly" because I cannot speak of my own knowledge, but
that'was my impression from those I have talked to.

MR VINELOPT: What do you mean exactly by the word "debacle",
Mr Macdonald, Is it the subject of compulsory acquisition
that you had in mind when you used that word, or the whole
sequence of events which ended with that A. Well, Mr
Grimble got himself involved in these negotiations, really,
in 1925 and they were not finalised until 1931. So it was
a five year period. So when he was appointed Resideht
Commissioner on the January, 1926, there had already
been a demand for additional land.

At that time, if the Banabans had asked to see a lawyer
would there have been any objection ? A, No.

Q Why do you say that ? A. I am sure there would not. I would
•not have done if I had been asked. But apart from that, when
they did ask if they could have the services of a lawyer in
January, 19^9? the Chief Secretary said certainly,

Q Had it been raised before, do you know ? A. Oh yes, it was
indeed. Po the best of my knowledge, apart from what my
colleague Professor Maude said in the witness box this morning
about the incident in 1932, it was raised in 1940 when Major
Kennedy was on Ocean Island and he said to the Banabans that if
they wanted to get the services of a lawyer they should go
to Piji.

PEE "VlCE-CHliNCELLOR: I am sorry to refer back to this, but I
am still wondering whether "debacle" is really the word you
want. A, I probably used the wrong words, my Lord,

Q It appears to mean: breaking up of ice in a river; a
sudden deluge or violent rush of water which carries before
it blocks of stone; a confused route, a stampede; collapse,
dO'/nfall, e^ of Government". Was something like that the
idea you wanted ? A. No, my Lord, I am afraid not.

Q. So "debacle" is not quite the right word,
the right word.

A, No, it is not

MR VIHELOPP: Can you think of a better one, Mr Macdonald ?
A, I would rather not at short notice.

Q, You told my Lord that if the Banabans had asked to see a
lawyer you do not think objection would have been made ?
A, No, I am sure it would not have been.

Q Suppose that the Government - that is Major Holland or some
other Officer of the Government - had suggested to the
Banabans that they should go and see a lawyer. How do you
think they would have reacted to that ? A. How would they
have reacted ?
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Yes. A, It is very difficult to say. It is difficult to
understand why, when Maoor Kennedy had given them this advice,
they did not tahe advantage of it when they came to Eiji at
that time. SJhey did later.

What ahout Mr Eotan; what do you think his attitude at the
time would have "been ? A. If Major Holland had suggested
the services of a lawyer ?

Q Yes. A. 1 think he would have ruminated over it very long
"before coming to a conclusion, but what the conclusion he
would have cono to would have been 1 have no idea.

Q Do you think that Mr Eotan had confidence in his ability to
conduct negotiations ? A. Oh yes. 1 thinlc so. 1 think he
had - 1 was going to say "sublime self-confidence, but it was
just a self-confidence about his ability to deal with these
matters, because 1 recall him saying more than once that if
only he could see the High Commissioner the problem of the
Banaban royalties and things could very speedily be settled,

think one of his objects in coming down to Eabi, if 1 remember,
.^e was asked whether he wanted to go to Ocean Island or to Eabi
and he said he preferred to go to Ocean Island because it
would give him a chance to see the Hi^ Commissioner,

Q He would go to Ocean Island ? A. 1 am sorry, to Eabi.

THE "VTCE-GHilNCELLCE He would prefer to go to V7hich island ?
A, Eabi.

ME VINELOTO: In generaldo you think, for people like the
Banabans, that it is better for them in terms of advancement
that they should have experience acting for themselves, or
not ? A. Yes, 1 think so. After all, our whole training
in Colinial administrative service was really geared to one
aim, which was to participate and advance with all deliberate
speed the movement of native peoples towards self-government
and independence, and clearly if one was going to put that
practice into force you want to see people"stand on their own
feet and do things for themseires.

THE VlGE-CHiiNCELLOE; 1 wonder how far you take that. If one
leaves the Pacific altogether and comes to this count!i?y there
are many people who would be most ill-advised to enter into
a commercial transaction ^^J•ithout getting proper professional
advise. Gan you really say: well, in the Pacific, with a

desire that people shouM advance towards self-lgovernment,
they should enter into a commercial transaction without
advice because it is good training ? A, With respect, my
Lord, 1 have not said that. 1 think, in reply to your
Lordship's qurstion, 1 would say that each case must be
decided on its merits at each stage of time, apd perhaps the
man on the spot has to make a decision for himself as to what
is wise.

Q There were large sums of money involved in the phosphate trans
actions , were there not ? A. Oh yes. 1 was not speaking
in relation to the phosphate transactions when 1 made that
remark, my Lord, it was a generality. 1 think the question
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was phrased in quite general terms and I answered in general
terms.

Q lou were not thinking of the phosphate transactions then ?
A. Mo; I had not heen asked that question.

ME VIMELOTT; 1 was not intending to direct the question to
whether professional advice should he given hut to the role
whichthe Government should play. A, I am sorry ?

Q, My question was not intended to he directed to the question
of professional advice hut to the role which Government should
play, ^o you in retrospect, in the li^t of what happened,
think the Government should have taken any different role
in 19^7 ^ Oertainly not as suggesting a further Government
Adviser. It comes hack to my point ahout what happened in
193Q-31.

THE •VlGE-GHi:ErGELLOR: That is you agree the Government ou^t not
to have taken any part in the 19^7 negotiations ? A, Apart
from such advice as the BanahansI own Banahan Adviser could
give them, yes.

Q Do you think the Government ou^t to have encouraged the
Banahans to get some professional assistance in those
negotiations ? A, They had already heen advised to get
a lawyer when they came to Eiji, It is difficult to understand
X'\rhy they did not do so,

MR "VTHELOTT: Did you yourself take any part in considering the
proposals made hy the BPG at that time°?'was that outside your
province ? A, I was an Officer of the Pidi Government at

that time. 3Io, I did not,

Q, If you cannot help on this say so, hut do you think legal
advice would have heen any great help to the Banahans at
that time ? A, It might or it mi^t not have done. All I
can say is this, that later, to my knowledge, the Banahans
employed no fewer than four lawyers and, to the hest of my
knowledge again, the employment of - and I hope you will

for^ve my saying this - none of those four lawyers advanced
their ends at all. Two were mentioned in the transcript,
Mr Munro and the Gompo.ny William Scott represented hy Mr
Saunders, and the other "Cwo lawyers, who were Indians were
the Leader of the Opposition in the Legislative Gouncil and
the other has dust retired as Public Prosecutor,

THE VIGE-GHtlNGELLOR: But, you see, I think you are heing asked
questions ahout the employment of lav/yers for negotiating
the 19'^7 agreement, and the fact that lawyers employed after
that agreement had heen made and signed did not do them much
good does not really throw very much li^t on whether lawyers
could have helped in the making of the 19^7 agreement,
A, I did preface my remarks hy saying I did not know.

Q I follow that. A, I find it very difficult to say. I mean,
some ajawyers in Pidi are pretty good.

MR VIHELOTT; It was not something which it was your duty to
consider at the time. Is that right ? A, No, I was in the
Pidi Government, I was not consulted.
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Gro s s-excimined:

MR YIWELOTT: I have no further questions.

Cross-examined hy MR MilCEOMiiLD;

Q GQuld the witness ha re Bundle 5!?. Mr Macdonald, I am right
in thinking that in January, 19^9? you were in Suva and you
were Assistant Golinial Secretary ? A. Yes.

Q Would you look at the first page of that i)undle, at the very
top.

THE VICE- GHENGELLOR: You will not see much if you look on that
page. Look on page and you will see a better copy.

MR MiiGDONiiLD: Do you see at the very top:
Eioi. 4.1.49" ? A. Yes.

n Copy sent to G.S,

Q Do you recollect whether you saw that memorandum inthe files
at that time ? A, No.

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q,

There is clearly a differenceof recollection between you and
Rotan Tito as to whether or not he apologised to you and

it tiis clearly a matter about which you feel strongly. I
do not propose to ask you any questions about that because I
am instructed by Mr Rotan - who is in court at the moment -
if you have not had an apology before, to apologise to you
now and to say that he has always regarded you as a friend of
the BanabaJis who has the Banabans' best interests at heart.
I hope that will find its x^ay into the archives. A, Thank
you very much.

I do not know, really, that there is very much between us. I
am sure you will! agree that in April, 194?, when Mr
Maynard came toSabi, he came to ask the Banabans for more
land. You recollect that ? A. i would not put it that way.
When he came to Rabi in 1946 it ^asthe Banabans who raised
the question of their land. Certainly when Mr Maynard came
in April 1947 he was certainly hoping to get more land for the
British Phosphate Commissioners.

It xvas 380 acres and 291 acres. A, Yes, that is right.

That, I thinlc, comes to 671 acres. Would you trust
caluclation ? A, I have not got it.

my

It is round about that. My Lord knows, and I am sure you
v;ill accept, that the total acreage of Ocean Island today
is 1,300 acres. A. Yes.

So what the Banabans were considering was whether or not they
should agree to well over one-third of Ocean Island being
mined for phosphate; that is ri^t, is it not ? A. I have
not added it up. v

That was a decision of crucial importance, was it not ?
A. It was what ?

That was a decision of crucial importance ? A, For the
Banabans, yes.
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Cross-examined:

Q Rot just for tlie Banabans alive in 19^7« but for future gener
ations of Banabans; that is right, is it not ? A, Yes.

Q There are really two ways in which that was important.
Let me suggest the first. If they agreed to those 571 acres
being mined, it was going to make it very much more difficult
for them ever to go back inthe long teim and live on Ocean
Island ? A, Unless Ocean Island was rehabilitated, yes.

Q, Unless Ocean Island was rehabilitated. It was also important
to them because this was their most important capital asset. •
A, Yes.

't.

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Qi

And they needed money for developing Rabi ? A, Yes.

So they vrere faced v^ith this very important decision some 14
months after they had landedon Rabi ? They landed on the 15th
December. A. 17 months; they landed in December 1945.

They landed on the 15th December and the agreement was signed
on the 10th April. A, Yes,

' ^hen they landed on the 15th December, 1945» they had endured the
horrors of being in Japanese hands during the war, A. Yes.

They were scattered over the Gilbert Island, Nauru and Tarawa ?
A. Yes.

The climate which they came to on Rabi was totally different?
A. During the hurricane season, yes.

Very much wetter. A, During the hurricane season.

How long is the hurricane season ? A. Well, they landed
there unfortunately right in the middle of it; it is
October to March,

It is half the year. A. Roughly; that is the official season.

You get cyclones at unofficial times ? A. Unfortunately, yes.

THE VICE-GHANGELLOR: You do not get hurricanes all the time
during the season, do you ? A, Some part of the Pacific
always :gets hit, my Lord, so it is just a toss up.

Q

Q

But on Rabi do you enjoy six months of continuous hurricanes?
A. Oh no, but it is apt to heavy rain.

Heavy rain most of the time, or what ? A. I could not say.
That is the rainiest season of the year, that is all you can
say.

MR MiiCDONALD: It does rain for days on end at times, does it
not ? A, I would not put it quite as bad as that.

Q I am sure you would agree with what Professor Maude says in
paragraph 34 of his memorandum, that when they landed they
were in a very wretched and unstable state ? A. Well, I
was not there so I would not loiow. They had been in Japanese
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MR P.D M/iGDONiyLD
Cross'-examined:

liands so they cannot have been in a very good state, and cer
tainly whence saw them in June theywere fairly disspirited
and miserable.

No doubt what Professor Maude wrote in his report was a
fefleotion of what he and you had seen on your June visit ?
A, Yes, that is true. I think, thou^, he was thinking of

their si^t when they landed at Tarawa when he wrote that.

THE "VTOE-CHANCELLOR: We do not know when he wrote it. It was
published in September. A, It waspublished on the 2nd September,
yes.

^ So he probably wrote it a bit earlier.

MR MiiODONiiLD; Yes, my Lord. Is this ri^t: this crucial decision
they were going to make about the future of their island they
were going to make without having been back to Banaba to
see it ? A. Yes.

Q

Q

Q

Q,

None of them had been there since 19^2. A. That is right.
There was no housing and no supplies, or an^Jthing, for them
•' here and that is why they could not go back.

I do not want to go into reasons because I do not think it is
releyhnt to the issues my Lord has to try. The fact was
that none of the Banaban community had been to Ocean Island
since they were taken off by the Japanese in 19^ ? A. Not
as far as I know.

I am choosing my words carefully: I think you would agree
with me that when you described them as hard bargainers, they
had no commercial knowledge or expertise ? A. Certainly no
expertise, and I would say their commercial knoweldge was
very limited.

Would it be ri^t that you would have thought that they must
have had misgivings about pitting their commercial and legal
ignorance against the competence of a negotiator from an
organisation like the BPG ? A. They do not seem to have had
misgivings, that is the strange part, because they were the
people who raised the question of finalising the sales of land
on Rabi at the meeting with Mr Maynard in March, 19^6 and
later said that they wished to negotiate on their oxirn. That
was their own decision, they said it should be treated as an
independent settlement.

If you had been advising them you would have had certain
misgivings about letting the Banabans pit their skill against
the BPG, would yOu not A. This is in 19'^7

Yes. A. Yes, I would have had misgivings,
to have thought about it very carefully.

I would have had

Do you think Major Holland's Gilbertese was adqquate ?
A. He could - how can I put it - talk sort of bush Gilbertese
and sort of knock along in it. It would not be grammatically
correct probably, but he was not what youmi^t call a
Gilbertese speaker, no. He could probably follow the gist of
a conversation, but he would not get all the facts I don't think.
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CrosS'-examined:

I entirely understand and accept what yousay ahout the GoTem-
ment not wishing to get involved in the negotiations itself
because of what had happened to the 1928 negotiations, but
in that situation it must be right, must it not, that if it
had been your responsibility you would have been keen to make
sure that the Banabans had some independent advice ?
A. I think thatis a hypothetical question.

Q Tes, I have asked you to assume that you are the Bnnaban
B Adviser on Eabi in April, 19^7* Banabans are going to

take this important decision which will affect their future.
It is fourteen or sixteen months after the war. They have no
commercfial experience. Tou would have been concerned, as a
responsible Colonial Officer, to see that they had good
advice, would you not ? A, Yes, but the thing is that they
had the advice of Holland, of course. I am not discussing
his ability in Gilbertsse now. Holland was an officer of very
long experience. He had acted as Resident Commissioner on
Ocean Island and other posts and they had his advice. That
is one point I would have to take into account.

The second point is a point that was raised by Professor
Maude, which was that there had already been negotiations
entered into in 19'^ just between the Banabans and the

jj Phosphate Commissioners at which an amicable settlement
had been reached. That is another point.

The third point I should have to take into account would
be the fact that they had already been advised by Major
Kennedy that when they got to Piji they should obtain the
services of a lawyer to ad#iSe them —

E Q Just pause there on your third point. That was adfice which
Major Kennedy gave to them once in 1959; is that ri^t ?
A. 19A0 I think.

Q That was before the war ? A. Yes.

Q Before they had had the horrors of their war-time experience.
A, Yes. But I do not think somebody like Rotan would forget
that advice.

^ You, as a responsible Colonial Servant, would have been keen,
would you not, to have made sure that your charges were
properly protected ? A. Then the fourth point, if I
may mention it, is the fact that it was the Banabans themselves
who raised the issue of finalising the disposal of their
lands in March 19A6 with Mr Maynard.

Then the next point I would have had to consider
is the fact that the Banabans had opted to conduct the
negotiations themselves and allied to that the fact that
Major Holland - who, as I say, was an officer of long
experience - had agreed with them.

It would^have been a very difficult decision to
take. I would certainly have hoped that justice and equity
would have prevailed in the negotiations to the advantage of
both parties.
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Oros s-examined:

Q, You have spent a lifetime inthe Colonial Service; is that
not ri^t ? At, Yes.

Q And during that lifetime it has "been your concern to do the
"best youcan for the people in your charge. A, Yes.

Q Ihat is ri^t, is it not ? A, "^es.

Q Had you been on Rabi at the beginning of 19^7? "3.0 you not think
that you would have been concerned that the ^anabans, with all

B their failings and all their virtues, should have had the best
possible help before they came to this vital decision ?
A, Yes. ^ou see, there are other considerations too you
have to take into account. You spoke, I think, of pitting the
ignorant and uncommercially minded Banabans against the
representatives of a giant commercial machine, but I can
assure you that the Banabans are real tou^ bargainers and

they are well able to look after themselves in those circum~
stance,

Q But not in these circumstances ? A, Well, I do not know.
As I said earlier, Rotan is a man who is an able and tou^
negotiator and a man of supreme self-confidence, and he may
]iave felt that he could do better for his people. I find it
very difficult in a court to stand up and say what my decision
on that would have been. It is one of those cases where I
would have sat down and made a list of the factors and then
tried to ©•aluate the whole thing.

Q, You told my Lord the factors you would have put into the
scale of not giving them advice. A. I am sorry, I did not
hear that, you were facing the other way.

You have told my ^I'ord of the factors you would have taken into
account against obtaining independent advice. A. Some of
them, yes#

Q. Are there any others ? A. There may well be.

Q, Can you think of any ? A. I cannot think of any at the moment.

Q

Q

Q

Look at page 35 oY Bundle 39 or page 102 in the PL Bundle.
This is a letter from Mr Vaskiss to Magor Holland: "V/ith
reference to my telegram" etc; (reading to the words):

"that those negotiations are wholly between them and BPC",
Mr Macdonald, do you not think that Mr Vaskiss made a serious
error of judgment when he wrote that letter ? A, In saying
that Major Holland should not participate inthe negotiations ?

And in not suggesting thst Major Holland should see that the
Banabans had some proper independent advice. A, It is difficult
to say, Mr Vaskiss was an officer of extremely long experience.
He had joined the Western Pacific Higji Commission before the
First World War and he had, therefor^ something like 35 years'
service. I would not have put it quite like this myself.

How would you have put it ? A. I think I would have said
something like this: While I note from your telegram that
the Banabans have decided, most reasonably in your opinion.
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MR P.D MilCDONiiLD
Cross-examined:

that they should -egotiate a separate set-y^ment on land with
Mr Maynard, nevertheless I think: it would Arise to suggest to
the Banahan Leader or Leaders that your advice and assistance
would he available at all times, if required, during the
course of the negotiations, an,d that it mi^t he wi®e if you
acted in, at least some times, a supervisorycapacity during
those negotiations. It is very difficult to try and draft a
reply on your fee-^' like this, hut I think I would have daid

B something like that which I have tried to convey here.

Q Tou would have said that because you would have been concerned
to make sure the Banahans were fairly treated and knew exactly
what they were doing ? A, I would like to have a finger in
the pie, in the decision, yes, to make sure they did not
do themselves down, shall I say.

MR MiYGDOlTALD: I do not know whether that would he a convenient
moment, my Lord,

(Adjourned until tomorrow morning at 10,50)


